New Additions -

We have endeavoured to place articles and sermons in appropriate categories according to their message aim, they may and do at times overlap as ministers make or reinforce some point or teaching.

The term “Non-Conformity” can be and is sometimes interchanged with the word “Separation” but in this index all items relating to “Separation” relating to the people of God from the world are shown under “Non-Conformity”

The greater majority of the items have been sourced from Conservative Mennonite fellowships and where material has been sourced outside that parameter the utmost care has been taken to ensure that the contents do not go contrary to Conservative Mennonite standards of faith and practise and such items are noted with 

The responsibility for individual contents is that of the original speaker or author and we do not necessarily agree with all their views. We strongly recommend that like us you follow the example of the Bereans in Acts 17: 11.

These articles are free of charge but we do request that where possibly your order be processed via E-mail and where normal postage is your preferred method only one copy of each item will be supplied which may be copied without alteration.

Some items were not able to be definitively categorized and are entered under their heading only.


A.B.C.’s
ABC – A Scriptural Alphabet for Daily Use.
ABC Bible Alphabet for Leaders
ABC Bible Alphabet for Christians
ABC Children’s Bible Quiz Fill-in
ABC Christian Living
ABC Missionary Prayer
ABC Overcoming Temptation
ABC Scripture References



 Abba Father………………Donny Swartzentruber
A Cloud of Witnesses---------Clair Hursh
A Spiritual Check-Up---------Merle Ruth
A Visit to Death Valley Ezekiel 37-------------Merle Ruth (nc)

Administration of the Church
Benefits of a District Ministry---------------Stanley Wine
Biblical Excommunication/Shunning---------Lynn Diller
Bishop District Concept--------------------Jesse Neuenschwander
Bishop Office in Historic Perspective-----Mark Torkelson
Church Administration & Function Meeting--Melvin Troyer
*Message #1 My Commitment to the Local Church
*Message #2 Unity of the Spirit.
*Message #3 The Practical Work of the Church
*Message #4 Church Administration
Corrective Discipline - A Means of Teaching----------Merle Ruth
Dealing Redemptively With the Erring-------------Isaac K Sensenig
Facing Issues Related to Church Growth--------Charles Sweigart
History of the Eastern Pennsylvania Mennonite Church Discipline Standards - Glenn M Sensenig
History (as above)---------------------------H Lynn Martin
Inter District Relationships-----------------Donald Nolt
Maintaining Cohesion With Growth----------LaRay Martin
Maintaining Intercongregational Cohesion------Joseph R Sensenig
Patterns in Establishing Congregations-----H Lynn Martin
Reviewing Reasons For and Function of a Conferring Conference-------Jesse Neuenschwander
Understanding How Our Church Functions (EPM)----------Donald Nolt
Value of a Bishop Board-------------H Lynn Martin
Vision and Purpose of a Discipline (Church Standards) Review--------Jesse Neuenschwander
Why We Have a Conferring Fellowship--------Noah Rudolph

Adversity
Adversity - Adversity, Blessing or Curse--------Daniel E Yoder (NFC)
Adversity - Benefiting From God's Chastisement------Mark Torkelson
Adversity - Silver Lining of Adversity---------------Mervin Burkholder
Adversity - Discovering the Process of Brokenness-----Urie Kanagy

Affluence
Affluence by --------------Lamar Siebel
Effects of Affluence on Personal Spending--------Lamar Seibel
Evaluating the effects of Affluence--------Galen Horst
Facing the Perils of Affluence--------Warren Martin
Foolish Rich Man Materialism--------James Nolt
Influence of Consumerism---------Fred Carpenter
Spiritual Threat of Affluence---------Jay Miller

Aging
Adjusting to Life’s Changes, Facing Disappointments--------Daniel Good
Adjusting to Life’s Changes, Decreasing Responsibilities--------David G Weaver
Aging Gracefully-------Lamar Garman

Contribution of the Elderly & Caring for Them--------David G Burkholder

Crown of a Hoary Head--------Paul J Zehr

Faithfulness in Old Age--------Jerry Wadel

Life At Its Sunset--------Clair R Weaver
Remaining Pillars in the Sunset Years-------------------Clyde L Mellinger
Respect for the Aged and Infirm--------John Brubaker

Alcohol
Alcohol - Bible Wines – Laws of Fermentation. -----------William Patton
Alcohol – Deceitfulness of Wine & Strong Drink. ---------Timothy Martin
Alcohol – Strong Drink is a Deceiver---------------------Cornelius Enns
Alcohol – Uses of Wine in Old & New Testament. --------John Bearinger
Alcohol – Vice of Alcohol. ----------------James M Martin

Anabaptism/Anabaptist
Amish Brotherhood Statement of Faith – Truth in Word and Work
Amish Mennonites – Who They Are. What They Believe.
Anabaptist Church Function--------Paul Yoder
Anabaptist Church History - Jacob Amman to Present........Lynn Diller
Anabaptist Commitment to Die--------Harold B Good
Anabaptist Distinctive Practices Pre-sermon 1 – Segregated Seating. --------Paul J Zehr
Anabaptist Distinctive Practices Pre-sermon 2 – Kneeling Prayer--------Paul J Zehr
Anabaptist Distinctive Practices Pre-sermon 3 – Four part singing. --------Paul J Zehr
Anabaptist Distinctive Practices Pre-sermon 4 – After Service Fellowship--------Paul J Zehr
Anabaptist Distinctive Practices Pre-sermon 5 – Distinctive Dress – Plain Coat--------Paul J Zehr
Anabaptist Distinctive Practices Pre-sermon 6 – Distinctive Attire – Cape Dress--------Paul J Zehr
Anabaptist Distinctive Practices – Kneeling Prayer--------Dana Ressler
Anabaptist Distinctive Practices – Segregated Seating--------Roy Zimmerman
Anabaptist Distinctive Practices – Congregational Singing-------Wilmer Weaver
Anabaptist Distinctives--------------Dale Horst
Anabaptist Distinctions – Separated Seating--------James Danner
Anabaptist Faith versus Modern Anti- Mennonite Theology. ---------Marion Hoover
Anabaptist Mennonite View of The Church--Compiler: J van Loon.
Anabaptism – More Than Protestantism--------James Burkholder
Anabaptist Movement--------Nolan Rohrer
Anabaptism Neither Catholic or Protestant - Glenn Sensenig
Anabaptism v Pietism.  *Decker Lake Revival Sermon #7* 2008  ------------LaRay Martin
Anabaptism - Understanding Our Heritage-----James Burkholder
Anabaptist View of Authority of the Scriptures----------Aaron H Martin.
Anabaptist View of Liberty of Conscience-----------------Clair R Weaver
Appreciating the Anabaptist Vision---------------------Stanley Wine
Distinctive Anabaptist Beliefs------------------------Kenneth Kreider.
Discipleship and Crossbearing----------------------Lloyd Mast.
Distinctive Practices - pre-sermon messages-------Paul J Zehr
Distinctive Anabaptist Teaching - Meaning of Baptism--------Clyde L Reinford
Evaluating the Shifting View Of Anabaptism---------H Lynn Martin
Key Anabaptist Positions---------------------Melvin Burkholder
Key Issues Distinguishing Anabaptists From Reformers----David L Sensenig
Missionary Zeal of the Early Anabaptists-------------Clifford Weaver
Separation of Church and State-------------------Enos Shank
Significant Anabaptist Distinctives-----------------Jesse Neuenschwander
Simplicity of Lifestyle----------------------------Lauren Eby
The Lot, Unsalared Ministry, Centrality of Preaching-------David G Weaver
The Two Kingdoms-----------------------------------Roy Zimmerman
Understanding Distinctive Practices---Harold B Good
What it Means to be a Mennonite-------Pul Erb 1947

voie

Angels – Entertaining Angels Unawares------------Clair Z Weaver
Angels – A Scriptural View of Angels-------------Jason Wadel

voie

Anger - The Spirit of Anger---------------------Dale Heisey

**Anointing With Oil**
Anointing With Oil-------------------Donald Moyer
Meditation on Ordinance of Anointing-----------Unnamed speaker
Ordinance of Anointing With Oil-------------Unnamed speaker
When Do I Request Anointing?-------------------Warren Martin

voie

Antichrist - A Scriptural View of the Antichrist System------Merle Ruth

voie

**Apathy**
The Spirit of Apathy-------------------Wilmer Eshbach

**Apostasy**
Avoiding Generational Decline------------LaRay Martin
Avoiding the Tumbleweed Syndrome----------Lamar Garman
Changing the Glory of God----------Speaker unnamed - Mt. Moriah Fellowship
Compromise with the Gibeonites---------Wesley Leinbach
Dangers of Apostasy Through Church Extension----Levi Kramer
Deception-------------------John Wiens
Deception of Soft Winds--------John Wiens
Deception of Soft Winds---------Elmer W Martin
Detecting and Avoiding Apostasy------Reuben Derstine
Discerning and Dealing With the Little Foxes---Clair E Weaver
Drift - Rowing or Drifting-----------Lowell Eby
Forbearance V Apostatizing Tolerance--------James Nolt
God’s People Patronising the Philistines-----Merle Ruth
God’s People Using Philistine Methods------Nathan Eby
Heavenly Affections – A Cure for Apostasy------Jay Schrock
Influence of Gradualism-----------------Fred Carpenter
Influence of Greek Philosophy--------Isaac Sensenig
Leaven of Anti-Mennonitism--------Harold B Good
Leaven of Anti-Mennonitism---------John Risser
Lest I be a Castaway----------Wayne Yoder
Mennonite Church Resisting Apostasy 19th Century---Eby Burkholder
Mennonite Church Resisting Apostasy 20th Century---James Torkelson
Mennonite Church Resisting Apostasy 21st Century---Steven R Martin
Peril of Apostasy----------------Jason Wadel
Peril of Apostasy--------David B Weaver
Perils of Apostasy---------Eli Graber
Peril of the Process of Accommodation---------Harlan Martin
Reasonings Which Lead To Apostasy--------Kevin Bicher
Reasonings of Apostasy--------Harry Erb
Reasonings of Mennonite Apostasy---------Isaac K Sensenig
Recognising a Lukewarm Experience----------Andrew Shank
Refusing the Opportunity to Return---Terry Dougherty
Saul, A Warning to All------Merle Ruth
Schisms, Biblical Answers to -------John Risser
Sharpening Swords With Philistine Skills--------Donald Nolt
Sharpening the Tools of the Philistines---------Timothy N Martin
Snare of Gradualism--------David G Weaver
Snare of Gradualism--------Earle Zimmerman
The Saints Security Against Apostasy--------Daniel Herr
Threat of Gradualism--------Nevin Martin
Tolerance or Intolerance?------------------------Merle Ruth
Weakening Effects of Apostasy--------Lamar Garman
Why Churches Drift--------Harlan W Martin
Why Churches Drift--------James Burkholder
Why Churches Drift-------Wayne L. Shank
Why Churches Drift-------Wayne Rudolph

Armour – Putting on the Whole Armour of God--------Darrell L Martin

Ascension
Ascended Lord------------Aaron Sensenig
Ascension-------------Lauren Eby
Ascension Day – Three Acts – Three Responses---------Glenn R Martin
Ascension Made Into an Acrostic--------Leon H Martin
Ascension of Christ Expedient for the Believer--------David J Fisher
Christ’s Ascension Pre-figured in Elijah----------Philip D Sensenig
Ascension and Exaltation of Jesus Christ-------------Donald Newswanger
Expediency of Christ’s Ascension--------Larry Weber
Hail the Day That Sees Him Rise----------Clifford Weaver
I Leave the World and Go to the Father--------David Kauffman
Three Aspects of the Ascension---------Kenneth Dyck

Assets and Liabilities of Our Church Group (Eastern) -------Harlan Martin
Assimilating Members From Diverse Backgrounds------Daryl Bair

Assurance
7 Tests of Assurance - LaRay Martin
Assurance – Biblical Basis for Christian Assurance--------Merle Ruth
Assurance of Salvation #1 – Fact of Assurance----------Fred Carpenter
Assurance of Salvation #2 – Foundation of Assurance----Fred Carpenter
Assurance of Salvation #3 – Finding Assurance--------Fred Carpenter
Assurance of Salvation #4 – Foes of Assurance--------Fred Carpenter
Assurance of Salvation #5 – Tests of Assurance--------Fred Carpenter
Assurance of Salvation #6 – Blessings of Assurance------Fred Carpenter
Assurance - Assurance of Salvation--------Glenn Auken
Assurance - Assurance of Salvation------------------Jason Wadel
Assurance - Christian Assurance---------------------Tom Bender
Assurance - Finding Assurance---------------------Glenn Sensenig
Assurance - Provisions for Assurance---------------Dennis Martin
Assurance - Maintaining Assurance of Salvation----Earle Zimmerman
Assurance - Assurance versus Delusion-------------Clyde Wadel

Atonement
Atonement – Christ the Propitiation-----------------Harold B. Good
Atonement – He is the Propitiation------------------Jerry Kreider
Atonement – Misconceptions Concerning the Atonement----------Glenn M. Sensenig
Atonement – Questionable Statements Regarding the Atonement.----------by J.L. Stauffer
Atonement – The Atonement---------------------Robert Shank
Atonement – The Love of God---------------------Daryl Bair

Attributes of God-----------------------Larry Weaver
Attributes of God. Judges 10 (Short Devotional)----------David J Horst

Authority
Absolute Authority of the Word of God---------------Mark Torkelson
Authority of the Church---------------------Isaac K Sensenig
Authority of the Scriptures---------------------Jerry Wadel
Dealing With a Spirit of Disrespect--------------------Fred Carpenter
Dealing With Anti-Authority Attitudes-----------------Mervin E Martin
Flame and Fuel of Rebellion---------------------James M Martin
Inspiring Respect for Church Authority----------Enos Shank
Keys of the Kingdom------------------------H Lynn Martin
Relating to Divinely Appointed Authority----------Terry Dougherty
Relationship Biblical Authority/Church Authority-------Melvin Burkholder
Respecting/Supporting God’s Order of Church Authority----------Dana Ressler
Scriptural Concept of Church Authority----------Noah Rudolph
The Rebel Within------------------David G Burkholder
Under Authority------------------------Paul J Zehr
Understanding Authority of the Bible and the Church----Noah Rudolph
Avoiding Generational Decline.-----------------LaRay Martin
Avoiding the Snare of Modern Psychology---------Merle Ruth
Avoiding Partiality---------------------Wayne Shank

Baptism
Answer of a Good Conscience Toward God-----------------Glenn Sensenig.
Baptised Into Christ----------------------Paul J Zehr
Baptism - God’s Covenant and Man’s Covenant----------David G Burkholder
Baptism Service Message------------------------John Wiens
Baptism They That Gladly received His Word----------Stanley Wine
Baptism – Two Baptisms------------------David S. Burkholder
Baptismal Service Devotional----------------John Brubaker
Baptismal Service Devotional (Baptism of Jesus)---------Merle Ruth
Doctrine of Baptism----------------------Daniel Herr
Doctrine of Baptism---------------------Daryl Bair
Doctrine and Practice of Water Baptism----------James Burkholder
Martyr’s Mirror Accounts of Holy Baptism….Clifford Martin
Mirror of Baptism-------------------Henry Funk 1851.
Water baptism, Doctrine of the Mode------------W A Mackay 1972
Beatitudes

Beatitudes
Beatitudes - The Beatitudes - Published 1936 --------J A Ressler
Beatitudes – Blessed Are They That Hunger and Thirst--------Daniel Gerber
Beatitudes-An Informative Look-----------------------Wilmer Eshbach
Beatitudes Series of 8 - #1 Blessed Are the Poor in Spirit----------James J. Martin
Beatitudes Series of 8 - #2 Blessed Are They That Mourn--------James J. Martin
Beatitudes Series of 8 - #3 Blessed Are the Meek----------------James J. Martin
Beatitudes Series of 8 - #4 Blessed Are They That Hunger--------James J. Martin
Beatitudes Series of 8 - #5 Blessed Are The Merciful---------------James J. Martin
Beatitudes Series of 8 - #6 Blessed Are The Pure In Heart--------James J. Martin
Beatitudes Series of 8 - #7 Blessed Are The Peacemakers----------James J. Martin
Beatitudes Series of 8 - #8 Blessed Are The Persecuted---------James J. Martin
Beatitudes: Believers Pathway of Blessing #1 Intro Beatitudes----------------------David Weaver
Beatitudes: Believers Pathway of Blessing #2 Blessed Poor in Spirit--------David Weaver
Beatitudes: Believers Pathway of Blessing #3 Blessed Are They That Mourn----David Weaver
Beatitudes: Believers Pathway of Blessing #4 Blessed Are They That Hunger--David Weaver
Beatitudes: Believers Pathway of Blessing #5 Blessed Are The Merciful----------David Weaver
Beatitudes: Believers Pathway of Blessing #6 Blessed Are The Pure In Heart----David Weaver
Beatitudes: Believers Pathway of Blessing #7 Blessed Are The Persecuted-------David Weaver

Beauty of Zion-----------------------Paul J Zehr
Benefiting From God’s Promises--------James Horst
Benefiting From Thorns in the Flesh-----Kevin Bicher
Be Still and Know That am God--------------Donald Newswanger
Beware of Twisting the Truth-------------Merle Ruth
Be Ye Doers of the Word----------------Alvin Zimmerman
Biblical Headship Order----------------Stanley Wine
Biblical View of Change-----------------Charles Sweigart

Bible
Authority of the Word----------------Daniel Halteeman
Authority of the Word----------------LaRay Martin
Authority of the Word----------------Menno Brunk
Bereans More Noble----------------------John D Zimmerman
Bible Study That Produces Growth. -------Bruce Stauffer
Bible Study - Importance of Personal Bible Study. -------Stephen Carpenter. (Pre-sermon to Methods of)
Book of Books-------------------Min. A. Roth 1909 Gospel Herald
Doctrine of Divine Revelation-----------David Danner
Difference Between Old and New Testaments-----------Isaac Sensenig
Influence of Westcott and Hort on Bible Translation-------James Burkholder
Maintaining a Jealousy for Scriptural Truth--------Ronald Martin
Maintaining Our Position on Bible Versions--------Glenn M Sensenig
Maintaining Our Position on Bible Versions--------Wayne Rudolph
Methods of Personal Bible Study. --------David Metzler
Place of Old Testament Scriptures---------Daryl Bair
Plenary and Verbal Inspiration of the Scriptures-------Charles Sweigart
Plenary and Verbal Inspiration of the Scriptures--------M J Brunk
Principle of First Reference-----------Harry Erb
Proof That the Bible Is True---------H Lynn Martin
Relationship of the Old Testament to the New Testament-------Glenn M Sensenig
Bitterness

Bitterness------------John Wiens
Bitterness----------Wayne Shank, Danskine 2007
High Cost of Holding a Grudge----------Robert Eby
Malignancy of Bitterness----------Wayne Shank Calvary Canada 2010
Overreacting – The Symptom of Bitterness----------Galen Byers
Poison of Bitterness - Daniel Herr
Root of Bitterness---------Eby Burkholder
Root of Bitterness----------Wilmer Martin

Blessed Are They That Hear the Word of God and Keep It----------Wayne Rudolph
Blessings of an Eternal Perspective----------Jay Paul Hursh
Blessings – Preparation for Blessing----------Fred Carpenter

Blood of Jesus.

Blood of Jesus Christ----------Ivan Weber.
Cleansing Power of the Blood---------Daryl Bair
Doctrine of the Blood----------Donald Nolt
The Blood---------David Danner
The Price of Blood----------Daniel Martin
When I See the Blood----------Daniel Binkley
Borrowing – The Art of Borrowing----------Kevin Bicher
Bridge Burning in Christian Experience----------Clifford Weaver

Brotherhood for Brotherhood Assistance see Insurance

Attitudes That Strengthen the Brotherhood----------Elvin Graybill Jr.
Biblical Basis For Church Standard----------Glenn Sensenig
Blending Personalities in the Brotherhood----------Richard Nolt.
Blessings of a Controlled Social Life----------Dana Ressler
Brotherhood Relations That Strengthen the Church----------Mark Hostetter
Brotherhood Stimulation- Vibrant Christian Living----------Phares Fisher
Brotherly Address - Correct Use of Matthew 18----------H Lynn Martin
Brotherly Address - Am I My Brother's Keeper #1----------David G Burkholder
Brotherly Address - Meeting Spiritual Needs #2----------Melvin Zehr
Brotherly Address - Helps in Fulfilling #3----------Donald Cross
Brother’s Keeper----------------Jacob Neuenschwander

Christian Brotherhood - Series of pre-sermon messages----------Jerry Wadel
Conferring Fellowships - Understanding the Function of,----------H Lynn Martin
Congregational Harmony –Exercising Courtesy----------C. Weaver
Considering One Another----------Ray Auker
Confessions that Fortify the Church----------Joseph R Sensenig
Dealing With Congregational Pride----------Harold Weaver Jr.
Developing Sensitivity and Compassion Within the Brotherhood----------Jacob Brubaker
Enhancing Congregational Life----------Carl Fox
Evaluating the Concept of Unity in Diversity----------Isaac K Sensenig
Exposing Errors of Politics and Democracy in Church Life----------Ellis Kropf
Gracefulness When Challenging Our Brethren----------Ernest D Wine
Helps for Congregational Harmony - Exercise of Courtesy----------Clifford Weaver
Humility - Matthew 18----------Clifford Weaver
Importance of Each Member In The Body 1 Cor.12----------Ronald Martin
Interpersonal Relationships - Respect and Confidence----------Enos Shank
Let Us Provoke Unto Love and Good Works----------Kevin Kreider
Living At Peace With All Men-------------------James J Martin
Love of the Brotherhood---------------------Nevin L Martin
Members' Meetings That Edify....................Harold Weaver Jr.
Misleading Labels - The So Called Invisible Church---------------Merle Ruth
Necessity for Group Conviction----------------Tom Bender
Place of Forbearance in the Brotherhood----------Larry Witmer
Preventing a Gap Between Teaching and Practice----------Jonathan Rudolph
Providing For Our Own-----------------------Daniel Martin
Reasons For Choosing a Conferring Conference-------------Isaac Sensenig
Relationship of the Spirit, the Word and the Church----------Dale Horst
Responding to the Personality and Talents of Others----Jesse Neuenschwander
Safeguarding the Social Life of the Church-----------------Mervin E Martin
Sensitivity and Compassion Within the Brotherhood----------David Weaver
Those Who Seemed to Be Pillars--------Paul J Zehr
Unity in the Church----------------------John Wiens
What makes a Good Church Member - Commitment--------Luke Hege
What makes a Good Church Member - Conviction----------Michael Wine

Business
A Consistent Business Image---------------Clair Hursh
Borrowing and Lending-------------------Harold Martin
Christian Business Principles----------Paul R. Weaver
Employee-Employer Relationships--------Aaron Witmer
Employee-Employer Relationships--------John Dyck
Gospel Principles in Business Practise----------Dennis Martin

Calvinism
Calvinism – David L. Martin
Calvinism – Confronting Calvinism----------James J. Martin
Calvinism – Identifying Calvinistic Theology------Glenn M Sensenig
Calvinism in Mennonite Pulpits-----Eastern Testimony Article-----Ralph M Shank
Calvinism – Errors of Calvinism #1----------Wayne L. Shank
Calvinism – Errors of Calvinism #2--------Wayne L. Shank
Calvinism – Unconditional Eternal Security & Related Errors---Merle Ruth
Calvinism or Arminianism?--------Dale Yoder (From The Christian Contender)
Calvinism versus Arminianism Did Christ Die for All?--------Lester E. Showalter
Calvinism - Spiritual Robots-------------Aaron M Shank
Calvinism - Subtle Forms of Calvinism.----------John Wiens
Calvinism – The Eternal Security Teaching.--------J. L. Stauffer 1976

Carnality
Carnality-----------------Maurice S Martin
Combatting Carnality-----------------Lester Weaver
Discerning Between Immaturity and Carnality------------------Galen Weaver
Discernment Between Carnality and Immaturity----------Wayne Rudolph
Discernment Between Immaturity and Carnality----------Charles Sweigart
Overcoming Carnality-----------------Carl Fox
Relating to Carnal Nature or Immaturity----------Darrell Martin

Casual Appearance
Casual Appearance and its Influence Gods That Confront the Church Today.--------Ronald Hostetter
Casual Dress – Current Issues----------------Jesse Neuenschwander
Countering Inroads of Casual Appearance-----Kevin Kreider
Countering Inroads of Casual Appearance-------Mark Hostetter
Perils of Casual Clothing (Informative & Historical)---------Galen Weaver
Present Day Snares to Biblical Separation Casual Clothing. Stanley Wine

**Casual Christianity**
Avoiding Casual Influences-Pursuing Purity of Our Faith----------Ronald Martin
Camouflaged Christians----------Marvin Rohrer NFC
Casual Appearance and its Influence------------Harold B Good
Casuality of Casualness---------------------Fred Carpenter
Danger of Casual Christianity----------------James Burkholder
Snare of Casual Christianity----------------LaRay Martin

Cellphone (mobile phone) – Discerning the Dangers of the Cellphone. -----Cletus Graber
Challenge of Balance – In Our Perception of Church Standards------John Burkholder
Challenge of Balance – In Our Material Pursuits-------------Carl Fox
Challenge of Balance – In Our View of Ourselves---------John Krahn
Change – Gain or Loss. ---------------John D Sensenig

**Character Study.**
By Faith Noah----------------Barry Troyer

- Joseph of Arimathaea – A Timid/Secret Disciple----------Clarencece Martin

Our Character----------------Lonnie Miller
Personal Evidences of Ichabod---------------Luke Sensenig
9 Message Series on Elijah. ----------------Matthew Garman

**Child Training/Children**
A Child Left to Himself. -------Enos Shank
Age of Accountability-------Elvin Rohrer
Answers to Questions Children Ask. --------Lauren Eby
Avoiding the Pitfalls of Modern Child Training——Harold B Good
Balanced View of Child Evangelism. -------Stanley C Wine
Biblical Child Rearing Concepts. -----------Daniel Herr
Biblical Directives for Dressing our Children. -------Kenneth J Martin
Biblical Directives for Dressing Our Children-------Larry R Weaver
Biblical View of Children’s Salvation----------------James Sensenig
Blessings of Contented Children---------------Melvin Burkholder
Breaking the Will Without Crushing the Spirit---------Galen Weaver
Building Relationships With Our Children--------Clyde Kreider
Chains – Pre-sermon message----------------------Stephen Groff
Child Training----------------Melvin Burkholder
Child Training 1 of 3---------Jesse Neuenschwander 1987
Child Training 2 of 3---------Jesse Neuenschwander 1987
Child Training 3 of 3---------Jesse Neuenschwander 1987
Commanding Respect in a Scriptural Way--------------Daniel Herr
Determining the Age of Accountability-------------John Baer
Developing a Service Mentality in Our Children------Simeon V. Rudolph
Discipleship in Training Children---------------Mark Rock
Dressing According to Gospel Simplicity. -----------A. Wayne Rudolph
Grown Plants and Polished Cornerstones Darrel L Martin
Guarding Their Reading Material. ------Melvin Burkholder
Guiding Emotional Needs of Our Children. --------Lamar Garman
Guiding Development of Our Children Emotionally---Lamar Graman (Different Venue)
Guiding Development of Our Children Socially-------Gerald Burkholder
Guiding Development of Our Children Spiritually------Larry Witmer
Guiding Our Children in Their Personal Devotions-------James J Martin
Keeping Innocent Children Innocent---------------Peter Baer
Meditative Thoughts on Dressing Children----------Harold B Good
Mission Fields Amongst Our Children. --------------Daryl Bair
Naming Our Children----------------Mervin Brubacher
Naming Our Children-----------Eastern Testimony Article----SCW
Naming Children Treasure of a Name-----------------Melvin Zehr
Practical Aspects of Child Training----------Ivan Weber
Proper Child Training----------Merle Ruth
Protecting the Innocence of the Child--------------Donald E Nolt
Relating To Married Children---------------James J Martin
Safeguarding our Children’s Exposure to the World. ----Stanley C Wine
Simplicity in Dressing Our Children-----------Mark Hostetter
Teaching by Precept upon Precept, Line upon Line -------Jerry Kreider
Transition From Innocency to Accountability----------J Stanley Bauman
Teaching Work Ethics to Our Children and Youth-----Jay Martin
Value of Children--------------------------Christian Contender 1981
What Should I Teach My Children About Movies etc. ----------D. Cloud.
Why Children Fail to Embrace the Faith----------------James Nolt
Your Niche- Pre-sermon message----------------Stephen Groff

Choices Hebrews 11-----------------------------Fred Carpenter
Choices - Choose That Good Part, Luke 10:42.----------John Wiens
Choosing and Supporting Our Congregation----------Stanley Wine

Christ
Divinity of Christ-------------------Nelson Torkelson
Christ Our Daysman Job 9:33---------- Marvin C. Martin
Having the Mind of Christ----------------------David S Burkholder

Christ Pre-eminent in the Church--------------------Joel Reinford
Seven Witnesses of Christ---------------------Darrell Martin
We Preach Christ Crucified – A Good Friday message------Wendell Eberly

Christian Convictions - To Have Some Christian Convictions A short encouragement.
Christian Discrimination----------------Merle Ruth

Christian Driving
Driver Education Course - Richland 1995. 3 messages.
#1. Devotional--------------------------Paul Siegrist
#2. The Christian Driving Safely------David Martin

Christian Character – Personal Integrity------------Peter Steckle
Christian Fellowship Boundaries. -----------Texter Mountain Mennonite Church
Christian Fellowship-Being and Having a Friend-------David Stutzman
Christian Fellowship-Encouragement Interfamily Relationships-----Fred Carpenter
Christian Life as God Planned It----------------Merle Ruth
Christian Living – Be Ye Therefore Perfect--------H Lynn Martin
Christian Living – Harnessing Realism to Idealism-----Clifford Weaver

Christmas
Couple Chosen to Cradle the Christ Child----------Merle Ruth
New Born King------------------------Merle Ruth (Christmas message)
Things Most Surely Believed Among Us Surrounding Christ’s Birth--------John R Schrey

**Church Structure & Organization**

A Biblical Basis For Church Regulations--------Luke Sensenig
A Church According to Scriptures----------Ronald Wiebe
An Ark of Safety---------Fred Carpenter
Appreciating Our Church Standards--------Ontario Informer 2003
Benefit of Inter-congregational Fellowship--------Melvin Burkholder
Biblical Basis for Church Standards-----H Lynn Martin
Biblical Understanding of Church Membership--------Glenn M Sensenig
Biblical View of Church Regulations------Noah D Rudolph
Blessings of Going to Church----------------Jesse Neuenschwander
Building Appreciation for a Regulated Church Life. ----Simeon V. Rudolph
Building Appreciation For Worship Hymns of the Church. --------Stanley C. Wine
Building the Church The Gates of Jerusalem--------Laverne Ropp
Brought on Their Way by the Church. ---------------Harry Erb
Christ’s Body, Many Members----------Earle Zimmerman
Church Expansion-Lengthen the Cords Strengthen the Stakes---Alan Crawford (missions)
Church Government and how it Works-----H Lynn Martin
Embracing the Spirit of a Standard--------Melvin Burkholder
Helping the Church be United - Understanding Historic Practices. ----Luke Sensenig
Helping the Church be United – Applying Scriptures Current Issues—LaRay Martin
Helping the Church be United - Respecting Spiritual Consensus--------unnamed speaker
Importance of Maintaining the Church Discipline--------Enos Shank
Keeping Abreast with the Burden of the Church----John Brubaker
Maintaining Administrative Cohesion-----H Lynn Martin
Maintaining an Appreciation for the Church-------Wilmer Martin
Music That Builds the Church. -------------------------Marlin Freed
Need of Each Member in the Church. --------------Lynn Diller
Normative New Testament Church------------Isaac K Senesnig
Parents Inspiring a Love for the Church--------Luke Sensenig
Purpose and Value of Church Discipline--------David G. Burkholder
Reasons for Choosing a Conferring (Church) Conference…Isaac Sensenig
Remnant Nature Of The Church------------A Wayne Rudolph
Safeguarding the Church in Worship Practices. ----Daryl Bair
The Imperative of Strong Homes for Faithful Churches, --------Melvin Burkholder
The Sub-cultural Nature of the True Church------Ralph Horst
Today’s Vision Safeguarding Tomorrow’s Church. -----------Crist Beiler
Transfer of Membership--------Timely Truth 2001
Understanding Church Polity--------H Lynn Martin
Understanding the Conferring Fellowship--------Jonathan Rudolph
Voluntary Church Membership--------Duane Miller
Voluntary Concept of Church Membership--------Galen Weaver
Why Have Church Standards-----------------Timely Truth 2000
Why Have Written Standards?----------------Daniel Herr.
Why We Believe in Church Membership-----Timely Truth 2001

**Churches Mentioned In Revelation**

Churches in Revelation #1– Ephesus-Orthodox but Unloving--------Daniel Boll
Churches in Revelation #2– Smyrna –Materially Poor, Spiritually Rich----Daniel Boll
Churches in Revelation #3– Pergamos- Tolerant of False Doctrine--------Daniel Boll
Churches in Revelation #4– Thyatira – The Paganised Church------------Daniel Boll
Churches in Revelation #5– Sardis – A Lifeless Church----------------Daniel Boll
Churches in Revelation #6– Philadelphia – A Faithful Church----------Daniel Boll
Churches in Revelation #7– Laodicea – The Lukewarm Church---------Daniel Boll
Churches in Revelation – Ephesus------------James Burkholder
Churches in Revelation – Ephesus------------------Jay Schrock
Churches in Revelation – (Ephesus) Thou Hast Left Thy First Love---------Ken Dyck
Churches in Revelation – Laodicea-------------------Terry Dougherty
Churches in Revelation – Pergamos-----------------David B. Kauffman
Churches in Revelation – Philadelphia---------------Mark Rosenberry
Churches in Revelation – Sardis---------------------David Danner
Churches in Revelation – Sardis---------------------Abram Guenther Jr.

Clothing.

Ancient and Modern Idolatry Fashionable Attire------------Clayton F Derstine. 1920 PDF
Dress, A Message to Members of the Mennonite Church-------Daniel Kauffman 1918
Dress, A Brief Treatise---------By a committee appointed 1935
Dress and Spiritual Life-----------------------------------Glenn Sensenig.
Fashions (1976 sermon) ----------------------------------Isaac Sensenig
How to Maintain Separation in Dress----------------------Isaac K Sensenig
Importance of Distinctive Attire------------------------Paul L Witmer
Nonconformity in Attire----------------------------------H Lynn Martin
Nonconformity to the World in Clothing-------------------Compiled by David Sherk, 1882. PDF
Personal Appearance in Light of the Scriptures-----------Melvin Mack

Colossians

Colossians – Exposition of Book of Colossians #1 Introduction-------------------Clifford Nolt
Colossians – Exposition of Book of Colossians #2 Lessons We Can Learn------------Clifford Nolt
Colossians – Exposition of Book of Colossians #3 Glorious Theme of Redemption----Clifford Nolt
Colossians – Exposition of Book of Colossians #4 Warning Against Deception------Clifford Nolt
Colossians – Exposition of Book of Colossians #5 Redemption in Christ Jesus-------Clifford Nolt
Colossians – Exposition of Book of Colossians #6 Perfecting Home Relationships-----Clifford Nolt
Colossians – Exposition of Book of Colossians #7 Master/Servant Relationship------Clifford Nolt
Colossians 3 – Above All….Put On-----------------Isaac Sensenig

Colours - Significance of Bible Colours---------Stephen Champ

Commitment – No Reserve No Retreat No Regret----------------David S Burkholder

Communication

Communication in the Christian Home-------------------Paul J Zehr
Communication. -----------------------------------Glenn M Sensenig
Communication & Co-operation Among the Ministry------Harold B Good
Communication – Cultivating Open Parent/Youth Communication-----------Clarence Martin
Communication in the Home-------------------John Wiens
Communication in the Home-------------------Jacob Dyck
Communication Building Brotherhood Relationships------James Nolt
Communication in the Brotherhood-----------------Ron Wiebe
Communication in the Home That Promotes Faithfulness-------Omar Eby
Communication Issues That Face the Church (2008 message)---------Galen Weaver
Communication – Effective Communication in the Home----------Daniel Herr
Communication – The Evil of Radio and Television--------Jesse Neuenschwander
Communication That Builds Godly Character -------------Lee Diller.
Communication That Edifies----------------------------To Bender
Communication With Our Children------------------------David G Burkholder
Evil Communications-Devotional------------------Nathan Weaver
Keeping Our Communication Healthy----------------James J Martin

Communion.

Blessed Are the Dead Which Die in the Lord – Counsel Service--------Elmer Witmer

Communion Covenant---------------------------------David G Burkholder
Case for Close Communion. David Pyles- A Primitive Baptist Publication.
Communion - Understanding Substitution--------Wayne Rudolph
Communion With God------------------Robert Eby
Counsel Meeting--------Isaac K Sensenig
Counsel Questions--------Isaac K Sensenig
Eating and Drinking Worthily--------David G Burkholder
How Christ Died--------Merle Ruth (Communion and Easter message 2009)
I Am the Bread of Life--------David E Sensenig
Lessons From David’s Preparation--------James J Martin
Joseph Opened all the Storehouses----Clarence Neuenschwander
Practice of Close Communion-------Jonathan R Rudolph. EMT 2001
Principles and Practise of Close Communion-------James J Martin
Scriptural Basis For Self-examination--------Melvin Burkholder
Self Examination--------Glenn R Martin.
Significance of Close Communion--------Isaac K Sensenig
Three Questions at Counsel Service--------Jason Wadel

Compassion

A More Excellent Way – Charity -------Fred Carpenter
Brotherhood Compassion - Inspiring Our Members-------Dana Ressler
Compassionate Christian--------Abram Guenter
Compassion-------------------Aden Martin
Compassion-------------------Daryl Bair.
Compassion-------------------Stephen Groff.
Developing Sensitivity and Compassion in the Brotherhood--------David G Weaver
Developing Sensitivity and Compassion in the Brotherhood--------Jacob Brubaker
Test of Christian Compassion--------Lamar Garman

Compromise With The Gibeonites. --------Wesley Leinbach
Conquering a Judgmental Spirit--------Christ Beiler
Conflicts That We May Not Avoid. --------James J Martin

Conscience

A Conscience Void of Offence--------James Torkelson
Answer of a Good Conscience. --------Glenn Sensenig
Avoiding a Seared Conscience--------Paul Witmer
Conscience--------David S Burkholder
Conscience------------------Jay Schrock
Conscience -----------Paul Ebersole
Conscience of Man--------James Burkholder
Cultivating a Sensitive Conscience--------Leonard Hursh
Developing a Healthy Conscience--------Paul J Zehr
Discerning Between Good and Bad--------Tom Bender
Eyes of God Looking into Our Conscience--------Merlin Bender
Individual Conscience vs. Group Conscience--------Isaac K Sensenig
Individual Developing a Tender Conscience--------Ellis Kropf
Our Conscience--------Carl Martin
Overcoming an Oversensitive Conscience--------Merle Ruth
Preserving the Conscience in an Indifferent Society--------Jerry Wadel
The Mote and The Beam--------Daniel Martin
Understanding the Conscience--------Darrell Martin

Conservatism

Appreciating Biblical Conservatism--------David Brubaker
Conservatism –Liberalism--------Unknown Author
Conservatism V Traditionalism--------David G Weaver
Conservatism without Legalism--------James J Martin
Conservative Efforts In Lancaster Conference 1960-68 H. Lynn Martin
Conserving Conservatism--------Darrell Martin
Influence of Modified Conservatism -------------- Elvin Graybill (PE404)
Influences That Undermine Biblical Conservatism-------Stanley Wine
Mennonite Conservatism, 7 Points to Retain the Vision------Eby Burkholder
Modified Conservatism------------Clifford Martin
Positive Attitudes About Conservatism-------James Nolt
Scriptural Conservatism--------Jerry Wadel
Spirituality and Biblical Conservatism--------Alvin Snyder
Spirituality and Biblical Conservatism----------Galen R Weaver
Spirit of Anti-Conservatism----------John Wiens

✦
Contentment: Be Content with What Ye Have-----Fred Carpenter
Contribution That Unmarried Folks Make-------------Daniel Herr

✦
Conviction
Biblical Conviction vs Personal Opinion----------------James J Martin
Developing Personal Convictions Threefold Cord--------Marlin Freed
Importance of Personal Conviction-Eastern Testimony 1988--Mervin E Martin
Short Resume of Christian Convictions
Strengthening Conviction in Our Brethren - Contender 1974--James L Boll
Strengthening Our Conviction for Right-------David G Burkholder

✦
Coping With Rejection------------Isaac K Sensenig
Coping With Things We Cannot Change-------------Earle Zimmerman
Correlation of Doctrine and Relationships----------Paul J Zehr
Counseling – Biblical Counseling-----David Beachy.
Counseling – Brotherhood Counseling-------------------Mark Torkelson
Counseling – Proper Counseling With Our Members-------Elmer Grove
Counseling – Scriptural Concepts of Counseling-----------------Stanley Wine
Counseling – Scriptural Concepts of Counseling-----------Luke Sensenig
Counseling – Understanding the Ministry of Counseling-------Herb Torkelson
Countering the Infiltration of Modern Psychology-------Harlan Martin
Courtesy – Christian Courtesy-------------James Stauffer
Courtesy – Observing Due Christian Courtesy---------Daniel Good

Courtship
A High Standard in Courtship--------Clarence Miller
Christian Courtship. ----------------Marion Miller
Courtship--------Art Gerber
Courtship That Pleases God--------Noah Rudolph
Courtship That Prepares For Solid Homes-------------James J Martin
Courtship That Devolops Christian Character----Jerry Kreider
Courtship Without Regret---------Daniel Herr
Finding God’s Will For a Life Companion--------Wilmer Martin
Finding God’s Will in Courtship and Marriage-------Lynn Diller
Four Blessings for Foundations of Courtship--------Tom Bender
God Honoring Courtship-------David L Martin
God Pleasing Courtship-------Clarence Good
Guidelines For Courting Couples-------James Siegrist
Ideals For Christian Courtship-------Merle Ruth
Ideals For Christian Courtship-------Jesse Neuenschwander
Parents Giving Direction--------Luke Sensenig
Qualifications for Courtship----------Stanley Baumann

✦
Covenants – Relationship of the Two Covenants – Old and New-----Glenn Sensenig
Covenants – Two Covenants Isaac and Ishmael-----Wilmer Martin
Covetousness V Contentment---------Nelson Torkelson

Covetousness Which is Idolatry----------David E Sensenig

Covetousness – Beware of Covetousness-------Charles Steiner

Covetousness – Sin of Covetousness--------Daniel Binkley

Covetousness – Thou Shalt Not Covet------Clyde L Beidler Jr.

Creation

Biblical View of God’s Creation---------Terry Dougherty

Creation Genesis 1---------------------Chester Martin

Creation – Creation versus Evolution-----------Earle Zimmerman

Effects of Modern Day Creationism------James Schuler

Influence of Modern Creationism--------Donald Moyer

Kind After His Kind---------------------Ernest Wine

Literal Belief of Creation-------------Clarence Martin

Replenish Subdue and Have Dominion-----Dana Ressler

Signs Seasons Days and Years--------Jerry Kreider

Why We Believe in a Six-day Creation----Richard Sullivan

Cremation - Is Cremation a Christian Option?----------Merle Ruth

Criticism – How to handle criticism------Clifford Weaver

Criticism – Profiting From Criticism-------David Danner

Cross of Christ

Cross of Christ-------------Jerry Wadel

Message of the Cross----------Omar Eby

The Cross in the Middle----------Herman Krahn

The Crosses on Either Side--------Duane Bauman

The Crowd at the Cross--------Stanley Heisey

Current Issues 2008 – 1 of 3 – Music---------Richard Nolt

Current Issues 2008 – 2 of 3 – Our Vehicles------Lester Boll

Current Issues 2008 – 3 of 3 – Personal Appearance-------David J Fisher

Cutting Down the Wrong Tree, Deuteronomy 20:19-20. ------Donald Nolt

Danger of Following Afar Off--------Wilmer Martin

Deacons

Deacon as Peacemaker. -----------------Noah Rudolph

Deacon - Maintaining Integrity of the Deacon Office--------Myron Beachy

Deacon - Potential of the Deacon Office. -----------Dennis Torkelson

Deacon - Scriptural of the Deacon-----------------Isaac D Martin

Deacon - Scriptural View of Disbursing Charities----------Timothy Weaver

Deacon Serving Blamelessly-----------David G Weaver

Using the Deacon Office Well------David G Weaver

Dealing Redemptively With the Erring----------Isaac Sensenig

Dealing with Negative Thought Patterns. ----------Ernest Wine

Death

Death and Its Realities-------------------Jonas Stoltzfus

Death, A Persistent Enemy--------David G Weaver

Death - Life After Death------Compilation by J van Loon

He Hath Done What He Could---------David G Weaver

Intermediate State of Man---------James M Sensenig

Intermediate State of Man Before Final Judgement--------Stanley Wine

Lessons From the House of Mourning-------Daniel Mack

Let Us Hold Fast the Profession of Our Faith------Larry Weaver
Life After Death----------Unknown Author
Names in the Book of Life-----------David G Weaver
Maintaining the Solemnity of Death---------Stanley Heisey
Set Thine House in Order--------------David G Weaver
She hath Done What She Could---------Larry Weaver

Deception - The Nature of Deception--------Merle Ruth
Devotional Life - Twelve Essentials for Personal Devotional Life----Fred Carpenter
Discerning Spiritual Voices------Tom Bender

**Discipleship & Discipline**
Ascending the Hill of the Lord----------Delbert Eby
Biblical View of Discipleship-----------J Scott Martin
Being the Salt and Light of the World--------Elvin Graybill Jr.
Blessings of Discipleship-------------Elmer W Martin
Christian Discipleship----------Clifford Martin
Christian Discipleship-------------Lamar Garman
Christians Standard of Living---------Donald Nolt
Commitment----------Carl Martin (Short devotional message)
Commitment--------------Boyd Campbell
Commitment, A Voluntary Choice – Ruth 1--------Earle M Zimmerman
Conflicts That We May Not Avoid---------James J Martin
Consecration Exemplified by the Way of the Cross-----Lloyd J Helmuth
Corrective Discipline - A Means of Teaching,---------Merle Ruth
Cross Bearing – A Christian Imperative ---------James Newswanger
Cross Bearing – A Christian Imperative-------------Kevin Kreider
Cross Bearing – Offense of the Cross-------------James Sensenig
Cross Bearing – When I Survey the Wondrous Cross-----Elvin Rohrer
Developing a Disciplined Mind----------Fred Carpenter
Directions For Discipleship-------------David G Burkholder
Discipleship Amidst Affluence--------Virgil Schrock
Discipleship Defined----------------Daniel Horst
Discipleship Illustrated---------Ernest Wine
Discipleship In a Digital Age--------Darrell Martin
Discipleship in a Permissive World-----Mark Rock
Discipline in the Church - Exploring Biblical Basis….H Stephen Ebersole PMC
Dying to Live With Christ----------David L Martin
Four Men and Four Trees-------------Kevin Gehman
God’s Spiritual Vitamin B Supplement----------Unnamed speaker – short devotional
Holy War----------------David G Burkholder
Hot or Cold?----------------Ken Dyck
Instruction Classes That Live----------Mast Stoltzfus
Life of Discipleship---------James J Martin
Living Sacrificially-------------Kevin L Kreider
Living Stones – Living Trees---------Daniel Gerber
Lord What Wilt Thou Have Me To Do?---------Jerry Wadel
Meet for the Master’s Use----------David G Burkholder
Meeting Myself in Mephiboseth---------Merle Ruth
Minimum Discipleship-----------Clair E Weaver
Prepared Unto Every Good Work---------Tom Bender
Second Mile Mentality----------Timothy Plett
Serving God Acceptably - New Testament Discipleship-----Melvin Horst
Seven Characteristics of a Christian----------Wilmer Martin
Stedfastness in Discipleship---------James R Petre
Sweating It Out----------Tom Bender
Symbolism of the Cross in the Believer’s Life--------David Gingrich
The Cross in an Affluent Society---------Neil Baer
Titles or Towels?------------------Stanley Wine
Tragedy of Divided Loyalty-----------------Merle Ruth
Understanding Discipleship----------------Boyd Y Campbell
Walking in True Righteousness and Holiness---Clarence E Martin
Well Disciplined Church--------------Lynn Diller
What Are You Making?-----------------Merle Ruth
What Does God Require of Us?-----------Noah Rudolph
Ye Are the salt of the Earth--------Stanley Wine
  Doctrine of Balaam, -------------- Glenn M Sensenig
  Doctrine – Enduring Sound Doctrine-----David Danner
  Doctrine of the Remnant-------------Clarence Miller
  Doctrines – Trying the Strange Doctrines of Today-----------Paul J. Zehr
  Dortrecht Confession of Faith – Article XVI----Eby Burkholder

Easter Period
A Place Called Calvary------------------Paul J Zehr
He Delivered Jesus Unto Their Will............Fred Carpenter
Last of All He Sent His Son----------James Rudolph
Reflections on Good Friday-----------Enos Rudolph

Ebb and Flow of the Tides---------------Lloyd Mast
Ecumenism - Fellowship Lines and Pressures of Ecumenism--------Stanley Wine
Ecumenism - Plain Ecumenism, --------Speaker not named.
Ecumenism - Threat to Outreach Work---------Lester Weaver

Education see School
Building on a Solid Foundation, -------Lowell Miller;
Christian Philosophy of Education-------------Jerry Wadel
Cost of Christian Education-----------------Donald Newswanger
Higher Education History #1 of 2-------------Isaac Sensenig
Higher Education History #2 of 2-------------Isaac Sensenig
Sufficiency of Simple Education--------Luke Sensenig
Teachers Enlisting Parental Support-------Gary Martin
Third Generation Apathy – Teachers--------H Lynn Martin

Effects of Friendship & Fellowship on Faithfulness---------Nathan Eby
Eight Steps to True Happiness – Matthew 5, ------------Darrell Martin
Elections – Scriptural Attitudes in Times of National (All) Elections----James Danner
Eli Restrained Them (his sons) Not – Warning To & Duties of Fathers--------Dennis Baer

Elijah: A 9 part series Character Study---------Mathew Garman
  #1 Elijah Standing Before God
  #2 Elijah At the Brook Cherith
  #3 Elijah Serving at Home in Zarephath
  #4 Elijah Contending at Mount Carmel
  #5 Elijah Facing Discouragement
  #6 Elijah Finding Ahab
  #7 Elijah’s Message to Ahaziah
  #8 Elijah Entering Eternity
  #9 Elijah’s Enduring Influence

Emotions
Discouragement 1 Kings 19------------David G Weaver
Emotionalism versus True Spirituality----------Mervin Martin
Floating on Feelings – Anchored on Facts-------------Don Miller
Helps For Emotional Well Being-------------------Lamar Garman
Lessons From Elijah’s Discouragement. ------------Lamar Garman
Our Emotions – A Gift from God-----------------Unknown speaker
Place of Emotion in Worship------------------Paul J Zehr
Providing Help for the Emotionally Distressed------David G Burkholder
Relating Helpfully to the Emotional Needs Among Us---Charles Sweigart
Relating Helpfully to the Emotional Needs Among Us---Earle Zimmerman
Relating to Discouragement and Depression----------Unknown speaker
The Christian and His Emotions--------Stephen M Nolt
The Christian and His Emotions--------James Nolt
The Christian’s Emotional Health---------Fred Carpenter

**Encouragement**
Addiction: Problem or No Problem?--------------Wayne Shank
Art of Comforting-----------------Clyde Wadel
Bearing One Another’s Burdens----------John Wiens
Comfort From the Word----------------David Metzler
Comfort One Another----------------Abram Guenter
Doing the Impossible-----------------Donny Swartzentruber
Edify One Another---------James J. Martin
Finding Rest in Church Life-------David E Sensenig
Give Ye Them to Eat------------------Fred Carpenter
Helping the Chronic Pessimist--------Jesse Neuenschwander
How to Inspire Other Workers--------Wayne Shank
Lifting Up Hanging Hands-----------Raymond Weaver
Ministry of Encouragement---------Stanley Heisey
Psalm 23 Part 1 of 2----------------Abram Guenter Jr.
Psalm 23 Part 2 of 2-------------Abram Guenter Jr.
Promises, Pearls and Paving Stones--------Melvin Burkholder
Strengthening One Another's Hands ---------J Leon Rohrer
Strive to Enter In------------------David G Burkholder
What Lack I Yet?-------------------David S Burkholder

**End Times**
A Look at Revelation 20----------------Merle Ruth
Biblical View of End Times-------------Glenn M Sensenig
A Look at Revelation 20----------------Paul Hollingshead
Combating End Time Error (Sunday School) Glenn M. Sensenig
Common Signs of the End Times--------Jerry Wadel
End of All Things is at Hand--------Mark E. Rosenberry
My Vision of the Future – A Scriptural Treatise – Author Unknown
The “No More” of Revelation-------------Paul J Zehr

- Things Which Cannot Be Shaken----------------Daniel Martin

Timeless Truths For Travellers in Time---------Stanley Wine
Understanding the Times----------------Daniel E Binkley
Unto Him Shall the Gathering of the People Be—Stephen Groff 2010
Vision of the Eternal----------------Jason Wadel
What Will Be Your Last Words?-----------Daniel Her

**Endurance**
Endurance - Endure Hardness---------Daniel Herr
Endurance - Enduring Hardness--------LaRay Martin
Endurance - Enduring the Storm--------Chester Martin
Endurance - Perseverance------------Daniel Martin
Endurance - Be Patient Unto the Coming of the Lord--------Fred Carpenter
Endurance - Ye Have Need of Patience--------David G Burkholder
Endurance - Enduring Hardness in Times of Ease (Youth)--------Clarence Martin
Envy – Its Cause, Its Curse, Its Cure-----------------Clarence Martin
Ephesians – Exposition of Ephesians Series of 9 Message----------------Warren Martin
Esther 4:14-------------------Kevin Bicher
Eternal Absolutes------------------Paul J Zehr

Eternity
➤ Evaluating Our Priorities----------------------Fred Carpenter
Face to Face------------------------Wayne Shank
Matthew 24. Watch Ye Therefore, --------Arvin Rudolph
The Rich Man’s Message from hell-----------------David S Burkholder
Where Will You Spend Eternity---------------Melvin Burkholder

Ethics
Christian Ethics Mast Stoltzfus
Christian Ethics Outline-Bible School Lessons pdf.
Christian Evidences Outline Bible School Course pdf.
Identifying Situational Ethics of Our Day-----------Donald Nolt
Identifying Situational Ethics of Our Day-----------Glenn M Sensenig
Promoting Christian Ethics in School-------------G. Martin
Properly Relating to Reason---------------------Richard Nolt

Evangelism
Ambassadors For Christ----------------Daniel E Yoder
By All Means Save Some---------------------Wilmer Martin
Call to Evangelism Luke 15-----------------Paul R Weaver
Christian Response to Pluralism-------------Richard Nolt
Christianity That Disturbs the World--------Darrell Martin
Christianity That Disturbs the World--------Clyde H Kreider
Communicating God’s Saving Power – Words----------Kenneth Auker
Communicating God’s saving Power – Other Tools-----David Martin
Effective Tract Distribution----------------Ethan Weaver
Encouragement For Soul Winners------------Stanley Wine
Evangelical Character of Early Anabaptists-Wilmer N Weaver
Evangelism – Cross Cultural – Two Mules’ Burden of Earth-------Melvin Burkholder
Evangelism or Expansionism? ----------------Jesse Neuenschwander
Facing Hardships in Evangelism-------------Fred Carpenter
Guarding Our Attitudes Toward the Seeker---------Merle Ruth
I Am Not Ashamed of the Gospel of Christ--------Daniel Martin
Made All Things to All Men -----------------LaRay Martin
Maintaining a Positive Witness in a Changing Society------Leon Sensenig
Making Society God Conscious---------------H Lynn Martin
Of a Truth God is no Respecer of Persons---------James Kreider
Opportunities and Challenges of the Prison Ministry------Laurence Martin
Place of Christian Evidences in Communicating the Gospel -- EMT------Eby W Burkholder
Purpose of Tract Evaluation----------------Jaye Martin
Unique Opportunities of Our Day, --Stanley C Wine
Ye Shall be Witnesses Unto Me-----------------Harry Erb
Zeal in Witnessing----------------Jay Martin

Evil Communications----------------Nathan Weaver (Devotional)
Evolution: Beyond Human Design-----------James Baer
Evolution – Folly of Evolution-------------Orville Witmer
Evolution – Reaffirming Our Position Against Evolution--------Kevin Newswanger
Exchanging Fountains For Cisterns. ---------------Mast Stoltzfus
Excommunication - Dealing Redemptively With the Expelled-------Timothy Plett
Exhortation That Edifies---------------Lee W. Horst
Ezekiel – Four Abominations of Ezekiel 8----------------Albert Brubacher

Faith
Building On The Foundation----------------David S Burkholder
Building Yourselves Up in the Most Holy Faith--------------Luke Sensenig
Contending for the Faith #1 of 3 --------------John Wiens
Contending for the Faith #2 of 3 --------------John Wiens
Contending for the Faith #3 of 3 --------------John Wiens
Desiring a Better Country-------------------------Arvin Rudolph
Faith That Worketh By Love------------------------Junior Stutzman
Fall of Jericho---------------------------------Paul J Zehr
Having This Seal-----------------------------Ernest Wine
House Builders-----------------------------Isaac K Sensenig
➤ Keeping That Good Thing....................Clarence Martin
Keeping the Faith and Standards----------------Noah Rudolph
Keeping the Flame Alive------------------------Wilmer Martin
Maintaining the Faith in Changing Times - Communication Concerns---Stanley Bauman
Maintaining the Faith in Changing Times - Vocational Concerns-----Dana Ressler
Place of Subculture in Maintaining the Faith-----Glenn M Sensenig
Preserving the Faith From a message by ----------Steve Hershberger
Pursuing Purity of the Faith/Avoiding Casual Influences----Ronald Martin
Secret Place of the Most High Psalm 91-------------------Daniel Martin
Silvanus, A Faithful Brother-------------------David G Weaver
True Freedom in Faith-----------------------A Wayne Rudolph
The Trying of Our Faith-----------------Daniel Martin
Where Is God When It Hurts?---------------------David Klassen NFC
False Doctrine – Trying the Strange Doctrines of Our Day----Paul J Zehr

Failure – Bearing the Consequences of Failure--------Glen Weaver (Devotional)

Family
End Time Distress With Perplexity - Loss of Family Values....Harry M Erb
Family Visiting -------------------Unknown Author & date.
Family Worship Essential for the Christian Family -------Ivan W Eby
History of and Helps for Family Worship -------------Harry M Erb
Importance of Family Worship ---------------Elvin Z Rohrer
Maintaining Family Values--------Jesse Neuenschwander
Meaningful Family Worship ------- Lee Schrock --Christian Contender
Seeking a Right Way for us and Our Little Ones---------Merle Ruth
Tests of Family Worship-----------------Luke Senesenig
Things Which Are Most Surely Believed Among Us-----------David G Burkholder
Value of Family Visiting----------------------Kevin Kreider

Farm Safety---------------------Gerald Kraybill
Fasting-Biblical Directives for Fasting -------------Noah Rudolph
Fasting - Place of Prayer and Fasting. ------------Daniel Binkley
Fasting – Place of Prayer and Fasting---------Harold B Good
Fathers – The Prodigal Son’s Father----------David L. Sensenig
Fear of God-------------------David G Burkholder
Fear of Man-------------------Daniel Yoder
Fear – Perfect Love Casteth Out Fear------------David B Weaver
Fear – The Christian Dealing with Fear------Daniel Herr
Feet-washing Meditational-----------------Merle Ruth

Fellowship
Progressive Conclusive Discipline-------------------Benjamin Eshbach
Fellowship in the Gospel------------------------Daniel Beiler
Maintaining Consistent fellowship Lines------------Paul M Landis 1970
Preservatives Nature of Scriptural Fellowship Lines ------ John K Plett
Properly Relating to Other Church Groups-----Jesse Neuenschwander
Properly Relating to Other Groups---------Herbert Torkelson
Relating to Other Congregations Our Fellowship and Other Fellowships ----- Virgil Schrock
Scriptural Concept of Fellowship--------Dale Horst
Scriptural Positions on Associations/Fellowship/Counsel------ Clarence Miller
Try the Spirits – Finding a Fellowship---------Ron Wiebe
Understanding & Appreciating Fellowship Lines--------Albert Brubacher
Understanding the Need for Fellowship Lines --------- Glenn Sensenig

Finding Completeness in Christ---------Merle Ruth
Finding God’s Will For My Life--------John Wiens
Finding Rest in God’s Will – Book of Ruth-------Terry Doherty
First and Great Commandment--------James Kreider

Forgiveness
Forgiveness----------------Henry Peters
Forgiveness----------------James Kreider
Forgiveness – Dealing With Regrets--------John Wiens
Forgiveness – The Power of Forgiveness-----Don Miller
Forgiveness – Practical Forgiveness-------------Donald Brandt
Forgiveness – Righting Wrongs Through Forgiveness--------Dale Horst
Who is To Blame?----------------Stephen Groff

Free Will – Understanding the Free Will of Man. ----Tom Bender
Free Will – Understanding the Free Will of Man. ----David Danner
Friends -------------------------Herman Krahn
Fundamentalism/Modernism Controversy in the Mennonite Church------Elvin Z Rohrer
Funeral Service – She Hath Done What She Could----------Matthew Garman (Sister Faye Ruth)
Funeral Service (Larry King) Scriptural View of Death and Life--------no other details

Galatians
Study in Galatians – 6 messages--------Melvin Burkholder
Study in Galatians –5 messages--------Clarence Martin

Gambling – Should Christians Gamble? ----------Eli Kauffman
Gambling – Gambling and Slot Machines in Light of Bible Principles------Joshua Watson
Gathering the Manna-----------------Eby Burkholder (Short Devotional)
Generation Gap – Avoiding the Snares of a Generation Gap----Jerry Wadel.
Generation Gap – Keeping the Generation Gap Closed------------Daniel P. Weaver
Giants, Stones and Survival. ----------Dale L Byler

Gifts – God’s Gifts and Purposes--------Harold B Good

GOD
Attributes of God------------------Larry Weaver
Behold Your God------------------John David Martin
Can God Furnish a Table in the Wilderness--------H Lynn Martin
Confidence in Our God---------------John W Burkholder
Father Heart of God----------------Fred Carpenter
Giving Account to God. ------------ J. Landis
God Bless You----------------James W Burkholder EMT 1998

God in Everyday Life-----------------Timothy Plett
God’s Work in Our Lives-------------Fred Carpenter
Going on to Perfection-----------Daniel Martin

High Calling of God----------------David S Burkholder
Names of God----------------Jason Wadel – Series of 4 messages
Two Attributes of God-Judges 10-------David J Horst
Glory of Christ - Philippians 2.--------Paul Ebersole - Communion Devotional
Goals For the New Year (Beatitudes)------Robert Eby
Going On to Perfection----------Daniel Martin

Goals For the New Year (Beatitudes)------Robert Eby
Going On to Perfection----------Daniel Martin
Good Friday - Behold the Lamb of God---------Nevin S Weaver
Good Friday - Jesus' Steadfast Journey to Jerusalem---------Ronald Hostetter
Gospel According to Micah---------Merle Ruth
Gospel of John…#7 John 2:23-3:15-Coming in the Night to the Light----Merle Ruth
Gospel of John…#8 John 3:16-21-God’s Great Rescue Operation ----Merle Ruth
Gospel Synergism-------------Melvin Burkholder
Gospel Synergism-------------Simeon Rudolph

**Gossiping**
Sharing Information Without Gossiping. ---------David Danner
Sin of Gossip-------------Harry Erb
Stopping Gossip Before It Starts-----------------Marlin Freed
Talebearing – The Words of a Wise Man About It---------A Wayne Rudolph
The Graceless Grape Vine…………David Lamar Hurst
The Slanderer-----------------Aden Martin
Understanding and Eliminating Gossip----------------David G Weaver

**Grace**
Abundance of God’s Grace-------------Harold B Good
Cities of Refuge – A Type of the Grace of God------Donald Nolt
Frustrating the Grace of God--------David G Weaver
Saving Grace – Cheap Grace----------Tim Miller (MCF)
Grace of God----------------James Baer
Grace of God-------------John Wiens
Grace of God-------------Glenn M Sensenig
Grace of God-------------Wayne Shank
Growing in Grace-------------John Wiens
Keeping the Grace of God Current in Our Life------Melvin Zehr
Law of Grace – Grace of the Law--------Jesse Neuenschwander
Law Under Grace----------------Lee Schrock
My Grace is Sufficient------------David S Burkholder
Not Frustrating the Grace of God--------David Danner
Responding to God’s Grace & Appropriating His Power--------David G Weaver
Stewards of the Manifold Grace of God------John David Zimmerman
Sufficiency of Grace-------------Harry Erb
The Exceeding Riches of His Grace-----Earle Zimmerman
The Wonder of Grace---------H Lynn Martin
Threat of Cheap Grace-------------Clifford Weaver
Triumph of His Grace-------------Harry Erb

✈

Grandparents – Role of Godly Grandparents---------------Alvin Snyder
Growing in Love-------------Marvin Yoder

✈

Habits – Developing Habits in Light of Eternity---------David Housser
Seven Effective Life Habits---------Abram Guenter
Habakkuk – Lessons From the Life of Habakkuk--------Daniel Herr
Halloween - The Biblical View of Halloween. ---------James J. Martin
Harvest - The Harvest Message-------------Titus Burkholder - 1991
Harvest is Passed – We Are Not Saved--------David G. Burkholder
Having Our People on Our Hearts---------James J. Martin

**Heaven**
A Glimpse of Our Heavenly Home-------------Daniel Yoder
A Prepared Place For a Prepared People Part 1 of 2---------Wendell Miller
A Prepared Place For a Prepared People Part 2 of 2---------Wendell Miller
Heaven-----------------Daniel J Stutzman
The Eternal City------Jacob Schaub Lancaster Conference Millersville Church 1953
The Glories of Heaven-------------Paul J Zehr
The Heavenly Register------------------Stanley Heisey
He That Dwelleth in the Most Secret Place Psalm 91------------Fred Carpenter
Hebrews – Exposition of Hebrews 10 messages-------------Warren Martin

**Hell**

Doctrine of Hell------------Earle Zimmerman
Hell Fire –Its Origins and Objectives------------Dana L Ressler
Road blocks on the Road to Hell-------------Marlin Freed
Standing on the Shore of the Lake of Fire-------------Matthew Garman
The Fire That Shall Never Be Quenched---------Wilmer Martin
The Terrible Fate of the Lost-----------Merle Ruth

**History**

1944 – Turning Tides in the Mennonite Church----------Luke Sensenig
African Mennonite History 1934-1960------Stanley C. Wine
Appreciating Our Church History & Convictions------Elvin Rohrer
Appreciating Principles re Formation of Eastern Mennonite church----- Aaron M Shank
Background Garden City Confession of Faith--------------Eby Burkholder
Can We Learn From History?---------Lynn Diller
Conflict Between the Anabaptists and John Calvin--------Galen Weaver
Conservative Efforts within the Lancaster Conference 1960-1968----------H Lynn Martin
Contribution of the Peace Problems Committee---------Glenn Auker
Ecumenical Effects of Mennonite Relief Efforts------Luke Sensenig
Evaluating the Voices of History---Donald Newswanger
Formation Mennonite Publishing House 1908---------Chad P. Brenneman
Conservative Movement----------Ron Wiebe
Historical and Biblical Position of the Mennonite Church on Attire J C Wenger 1944
Historic Landmarks of Our Heritage (EPMC)--------------Ronald Wiebe
Historical Overview of Conservative Mennonite Movement----------Philip Kuepfer
Historic Perspective of Conference Authority---------Clair R Weaver
History Interests That Served the Church--------------Glenn M Sensenig
Lessons from American Mennonite Publications-------Mark Torkelson
Lessons from Mass Revival Efforts 1950s----------Isaac Senesieg
Lessons from Mennonite History Necessity of Preaching------Elmer E Witmer
Lessons from Mennonite History Necessity of Preaching------Elmer E Witmer
Protestant Influences Upon the Mennonite Church--------Glenn Auker
Recent Anabaptist Church History-Jacob Amman to Present---------Lynn Diller
Repercussions from the Social Unrest of the 1960s---------Harlan Martin
Rod and Staff Curriculum, History----------------Harold Kurtz
Significance of the Anabaptist Staff Bearers (Stabler)----------Stanley Wine
The Conservative Movement-----------Ron Wiebe
The Historic Role of Literature---------Clair R Weaver
Tracing Steps of Spiritual Downfall through Literature----------Paul M Landis

**Holy Spirit**

Holy Kiss –Christian Salutation---------------Donald Moyer
Holy Kiss – Christian Salutation-----------Isaac K Sensenig
Holy Kiss – Safeguarding Christian Salutation----------Luke Sensenig
Holy Kiss – Acceptable Christian Greetings----------Lloyd Horst
Christians and the Holy Spirit---------Clifford Weaver
Do We Need the Holy Spirit?---------John Smucker
Emblems of the Holy Spirit---------Abram Guenter
Evidences of a Holy Spirit Filled Life---------Kenneth Weber
Fruit of the Holy Spirit---------David S Burkholder
Fruit of the Spirit in the Home---------Eugene Burkholder
Gifts of the Holy Spirit Manifested in the Body---------Eby Burkholder
Holy Spirit---------Daniel Martin
Holy Spirit Baptism – True and False---------Solomon Beiler
Holy Spirit – Doctrinal Teaching Aid.---------Mennonite origin
Holy Spirit’s Work in the Life of the Believer – Intercession---------Eugene Burkholder
Life in the Spirit---------Paul J Zehr
Power of the Holy Spirit in the Believer’s Life---------Leon Sensenig
Purposes For Which God gave Gifts to Men---------Harold B Good
Walking in the Spirit---------Tom Bender
Work of the Holy Spirit---------Jay Schrock

Home
#1 Christian Leadership in the Home---------Mahlon Petre
#2 Need For Purity---------Wayne Hostetler
#3 The Proactive Christian---------David Schwartz
#4 Nurturing Constructive Relationships---------Glenn Diller
#5 Balance For the Breadwinner---------Daniel Coblentz
Balance of Conflict/Tranquility in the Home---------James Newswanger
Building Christian Homes – Pre-marriage guide. Proverbs 18---------Glenn Diller
Building Conviction for Sound Books and Music---------James Kreider
Building Strong Home Relationships---------A. Wayne Rudolph
Building Walls, A Study in Nehemiah.---------Joseph van Loon
Disciplined Homes---------Fred Carpenter
End Time Threats to Our Homes---------Jason Wadel
Home Life That Satisfies---------David B Weaver
Homes That Honour God---------LaRay Martin
Ideal Christian Home---------J S Shoemaker 1925
Imperative Strong Homes for Faithful Churches.---------Melvin Burkholder
Learning the Grace of Contentment---------John Burkholder
Literature in the Home---------A. D. Martin - Gospel Herald 1911
Making Straight Paths for Our Feet---------David S Burkholder
Making Straight Paths for Our Homes---------David S Burkholder
Mother’s Contribution in the Home---------Dennis W. Martin
Parental Teamwork in the Home---------Harlan Martin
The Christian Home.---------Marion Miller

Honesty---------Leon Sensenig
Honesty – Willing to Live Honestly---------Daniel Martin
Honesty – Upright Character---------Ernest Helmuth
Hope, Lamentations 3:21---------Loren Martin
Hope of the Promise---------Lamar Garman
Hopeful Patience of the Saints---------Lamar Burkholder
Hospitality That Strengthens the Brotherhood – Brotherhood Builder Article---------Richard Weber
How Can I Find God's Will For My Life?---------James M Martin
How Forcible Are Right Words?---------Merle Ruth
How To Inspire Fellow-workers---------Wayne L. Shank

Humanism
Humanism.---------Aaron Shank
Humanism – Aftermath of Secular Humanism--------Stanley Wine.
Humanism - Identifying Humanistic Methods in Teaching------Joel Garman
Humanism – Peril of Humanism-----------Luke Sensenig
NB. The Humanist Manifestos 1933, 1973 and 1993 are available on request.

**Humility**
Be Clothed With Humility--------Darrell E Martin
Christian Humility-------------Daniel Halteman
Clothed With Humility--------Ken Dyck
Discerning Between Frankness and Rudeness-----Ronald Martin
Exercising Humility in Church Life--------Daniel Hartzler
Humility----------------James Rhodes
Humility----------------Elmer Witmer
Humility----------------Nathan Eby
Place in Anabaptist Teaching.--------Donald Newswanger
Place of Humility in Anabaptist Teaching--------Harold B Good
Place of Humility in Anabaptist Teaching--------Lester Weaver
Indoctrination - Trying the Strange Doctrines of Our Day--------Paul J Zehr
Identification – Ezekiel 9--------John Burkholder

**Idolatry**
Christians Relating to Modern Day Philosophies--------Neil Bear
Covetousness Which is Idolatry--------David E Sensenig
Gods of This World-------------Nelson Nolt
Golden Images Youth (We All) Face-------Stanley Heisey.
Identifying Spiritual Idolatry - Isaiah 42:8--------James M Martin
Indifference or Idolatry –The Practice of Idolatry Within the Church--------R Bennett & R Paquette
Inroads of Idolatry--------David E Miller
Irony of Idolatry-------------Mast Stoltzfus
Modern Day Idols-------------Lamar Garman
Modern Idolatry.--------Lester Rohrer
Other Gods-------------Harold R Weaver
The God of Nahor--------Paul J Zehr
Thou Shalt have No Graven Images--------Eugene Nolt

**Insurance**
Avoiding the Insurance Mentality.--------Nathan E Weaver
Committing Our Works unto the Lord--------Richard Nolt
Insurance Snare versus Brotherhood Assistance.--------David A Weaver
My Obligation in Light of Brotherhood Assistance.--------Abel Martin

**Integrity**
Integrity – Maintaining Our Integrity--------Merle Ruth
Intercession - A Man To Stand in the Gap--------Fred Carpenter
Intermediate State of Man – After Death Awaiting Judgement Day… Stanley Wine
Jabez – Prayer of Jabez--------Tom Bender
Jabez – Prayer of Jabez--------Paul J Zehr
Jacob – Lessons From Jacob’s Well--------David S Burkholder
Jerusalem – 70 AD The Destruction of Jerusalem--------Merle Ruth
JESUS
Jesus at the Right Hand of the Father----------Kenneth Kreider
Jesus at the Right Hand of God----------------Donald Nolt WBS 2007 Denver
Jesus at the Right Hand of God---------------Harold B Good WBS 2007 Antrim
Jesus at the Right Hand of God--------------Jay M Martin WBS 2007 Richland
Jesus – Acquaint Now Thyself With Him-------Fred Carpenter
Jesus – Behold the Lamb of God------------Donald Nolt
Jesus Being Made Conformable Unto His Death………Jerry Wadel
Jesus - Humanity and Divinity of Jesus----------Ronald Wiebe
Jesus Meets the Need of the Hour-----Joseph W Boll
Jesus – Names of Jesus Isaiah 9:6 – 5 messages----------------Matthew Garman
Jesus, The Authority of Jesus’ Name--------Nevin S. Weaver
Jesus What Was Jesus Like?..............Tom Bender
Jesus, Witness For Jesus Devotional John 10----------Merle Ruth

Job in the Hands of Satan- 1 of 3----------------Roy Zimmerman
Job in the Hands of Men- 2 of 3----------------Roy Zimmerman
Job in the Hands of God- 3 of 3----------------Roy Zimmerman
Job, A Father to Follow-------------Daniel Martin
Job Lessons From Job----------------David S Burkholder
Jubilee – Significance of the Year of Jubilee-----James Burkholder
Judging - The Mote and the Beam-------Daniel Martin
Judgementalism----------------Tom Bender
Justification – How Can Man Be Justified?--------Peter Steckle Devotional
Justification and Imputation----------------Bruce Stauffer
Justification and Imputation----------------Galen Weaver
Keep Thy Heart With All Diligence--------Clifford Martin
Keep Yourselves in the Love of God----------Merle Ruth
Kingdom of God----------------Merle Bauman
Kingdom of God – Establishment and Order--------Nelson Rohrer 2006
Labouring for Rest................Tom Bender
Leadership – Challenge of Leadership--------Melvin Horst
Leading People to Full Scriptural Obedience-----Harold Gerber
Learning to Fail Successfully----------Merle Ruth
Legacy Left Us That We Must leave---------Mark Torkelson
Lessons From the Life of Gehazi----------Daniel Martin
Lessons From the Life of Ahab-----------LaRay Martin
Lessons From the Life of Jacob-----------LaRay Martin
Lessons From the Life of Zacharias/Elisabeth------------LaRay Martin
Liberty
Christian Liberty----------------Chester Martin
Christian Liberty----------Ernest Wine
Forgetting Those Things Behind--------John Wiens
Law Without Legalism-------------Alvin Snyder
Liberty in Christ--------John Wiens
Life After Death-------Marvin Kreibel
Life after Death – The Intermediate State----------Merle Ruth

Literature
Christian and His Reading----------------David G Weaver
Guarding Against Contemporary Religious Writings--------Eby Burkholder
Influence of Literature on the Home----------Harlan Martin
Literature in the Home…………Gospel Herald 1911

Longest War Ever Fought----------------Merle Ruth
Looking Back or Pressing Forward------------James Burkholder
Loyalty- To Christ and His Church-------------Jesse Neuenschwander

**Lord's Day**

Lord’s Day – A Test of Love-----------------------Kenneth Mast - Star of Hope 1988
Lord's Day - Day of Rest and Worship------------James J Martin
How To Keep The Lord’s Day Holy.----------James Nolt
Keep the Sabbath or Take the Result of Breaking It----------Tract
Keeping the Lord’s Day Holy----------------C E Hunter
Lord’s Day – Keeping the Lord’s Day THE Lord’s Day-----------Paul Ebersole
Lord's Day - Proper Lord's Day Observance------James J Martin
Remember the Sabbath Day----------------Ernest G Gehman Sword & Trumpet 1936
Remember the Sabbath Day – The Fourth Commandment--J J Hostetler 1950
Lord’s Day – Remembering to Keep the Lord’s Day Holy.---------Speaker not named
The Christian and the Lord’s Day----------------Roy Roth 1944
The Day of Rest is Best-----------------David N Gish – Lancaster Conference Millersville Church 1953
The Sabbath – The Hope of the People----------------Justin D Fulton published circa 1866-169
Why Save the Lord’s Day?------Calvary Messenger 2002 – Original by Daniel Kauffman 1913

Lord’s Prayer – Southwest Fellowship Meetings 2005, Series 7 Messages.
Lord’s Prayer #1 – Hallowed Be Thy Name--------Stanley Heisey
Lord’s Prayer #2 – Thy Kingdom Come, Thy Will Be Done------Nelson Torkelson
Lord’s Prayer #3 – Give Us This Day Our Daily Bread--------Daniel Huber
Lord’s Prayer #4 – And Forgive Us Our Debts----------Daniel Mack
Lord’s Prayer #5 – As We Forgive Our Debtors-------------David Hertzler
Lord’s Prayer #6 – Lead Us Not Into Temptation---------Nathan Hege
Lord’s Prayer #7 – For Thine is the Kingdom--------------Stanley Heisey
Lord’s Prayer #1 – Thy Kingdom Come----------------Clarence Martin
Lord’s Prayer #2 – Hallowed Be Thy Name---------Clarence Martin
Lord’s Prayer #3 – Thy Will Be Done----------------Clarence Martin
Lord’s Prayer #4 – Give Us This Day Our Daily Bread---Clarence Martin
Lord’s Prayer #5 – And Forgive Us Our Debts-------Clarence Martin
Lord's Prayer #1 of 2..................................Paul J Zehr
Lord’s Prayer #2 of 2...............................Paul J Zehr
Lord’s Prayer-----------------David S Burkholder
Made, Marred and Mended----------------Merle Ruth
Maintaining a Remnant Perspective- A Little Reviving--------H Lynn Martin
Malachi to Matthew------------------------Merle Ruth
Man, A Threefold Being-----------------Merle Ruth
Man As King-------------------Wilmer Martin
Man As a Warrior----------------Wilmer Martin
Man As a Lover-----------------Wilmer Martin
Man As a Friend----------------Wilmer Martin

**Maranatha Amish Mennonite Ministers Meetings**

**Messages for 2002;** Theme: These Days Require of Us
#1 Cultivating Spiritual Vitality----------------James L Yoder
#2 Not Made Available (The History Test-Chester Weaver published in Calvary Messenger 2004)
#3 The Teaching/Practice Imperative-----------Aden Gingerich
#4 The Courage to Communicate--------------Nathan Yoder
#5 The Prosperity Problem-------------------Jeff Jarman
#6 The Pure Church Concept------------------John Mast
#7 Facing Our Needs-----------------Raymond Barkman
#8 Public Worship That Inspires---------L J Helmuth

**Messages for 2003:** Theme: Building the Church
#1 Building the Church on the New Birth--------L Paul Jantzi


#2 Builders Sensing Their Accountability to God---------Titus Hostetler
#3 Builders Sensing Their Responsibility to the Congregation------LeRoy S Yoder
#4 Communication That Builds Among the Ministry--------LeRoy Lapp
#5 Communication That Builds – Laity to Ministry--------David Jonathan Peachy
#6 Communication That Builds – Ministry to Laity--------David Bontrager
#7 Preaching That Stimulates the Mind, Touches the Heart-----Paul Overholt
#8 Administration That Reaches the Heart--------------Melvin Troyer
#9 Therefore We…..Will Arise and Build----------Mervin Graber

Messages for 2004 – Theme: Maintaining the Simplicity That is in Christ
#1 The Church as a Chaste Virgin Unto Christ----------Wilmer Peachy
#2 Presenting the Church Unto Christ: Bishop Responsibilities-----John Mast
#3 Presenting the Church Unto Christ: Minister Responsibilities------Allen Sommers
#4 Presenting the Church Unto Christ: Deacon Responsibilities-------Jacob S Lapp
#5 Biblical Inter-church Relationships---------------Lee Stoltzfus
#6 Homes That Build the Church---------------Enos Kauffman
#7 The Use of Modern Technologies--------Laverne Ropp
#8 Maintaining the Simplicity That is in Christ in Non-resistance------Floyd Jones
#9 Non-Conformity-Curbing the Drift------------Robert Nissley
#10 Remembering to Keep the Lord’s Day Holy------James Hershberger
#11 The Prepared Chaste Bride for Christ-The Reward of the Pure and Faithful------Marion Garber

Messages for 2005 - Theme: Contending For the Faith
#1 Not Made available (What it Means to Contend For the Faith in the Family-Roland Ulrich)
#2 What it Meant to Contend For the Faith in the Early Church--------Charles Hamilton
#3 Not Made Available (What it Means to Contend For the Faith in Counselling-Mervin Graber)
#4 What it Meant to Contend For the Faith in St.Augustine’s Era--------Charles Hamilton
#5 What it Means to Contend For the Faith in the Church------Melvin Troyer
#6 to #10 Not Made Available (What it Means to Contend For the Faith in the Youth-Michael Mast)
#7 (What It Meant to Contend for the Faith in Anabaptist Times John Mast)
#8 (What It Meant to Contend for the Faith Up to Current Times Paul Overholt)
#9 (What It Means to Contend for the Faith In the Local Church and Abroad Jay Mast)
#10 (What It Means to Contend for the Faith With a Balanced Focus L. J. Helmuth)

Marriage
Bible Teachings on Divorce and remarriage----------Nelson Nolt
Biblical View of Divorce and Remarriage----------Mark Carpenter 1997
Clear New Testament Scriptures Concerning Marriage, Divorce & Adultery.----Delbert Mast
Curse of Divorce and Remarriage-------EMT article........Chester Weaver
Divorce and Remarriage-------Jerry Kreider
Divorce and Remarriage-------Clarence Martin
Does the Exception Clause of Matthew 19:9 Allow For Remarriage?------Paul S. Nolt
God’s Divine Purpose and Plan for Marriage.--------Ernest Rissler
God Honouring Weddings---------Glenn M Sensenig
Harmony of Love and Sacrifice in Marriage (Wedding message)----Merle Ruth
Heirs Together of the Grace of Life---------Paul K Siegrist
Husbands and Wives Communicating Effectively.------Simeon Rudolph
Husbands & Wives Meeting Each Others Emotional Needs------Dale Horst
Husband Meeting Emotional Needs of His Wife-------Earle M. Zimmerman
Wife Meeting Emotional Needs of Her Husband--------Earle M. Zimmerman
Let Your Women Be Under Obedience 1 Cor.14:33. Eby Burkholder
Marriage, Divorce and Remarriage----------James Burkholder
Meeting the Emotional Need of Your Husband----------H Lynn Martin
Meeting the Emotional Need of Your Wife----------H Lynn Martin
Position Statement on the Subject of Divorce and Remarriage.-----Beachy Bishop Committee.
Relating to the Divorced and Remarried Questions and Answers. --From Joint Conferences
Relating to the Divorced and Remarried.----------Southeastern Mennonite Conference
Relating to the Un-remarried.--------EMT article--------David L. Martin.
Remarriage after Divorce ----------- EMT article------- Wayne Rudolph
Statement of Position on Divorce and Remarriage. -------Southeastern Mennonite Conference
Strengthening Our Position Against Divorce and Remarriage. -------Mark Torkelson (EMT)
Strengthening Our Position on Divorce and Remarriage-------Roy Zimmerman
Strengthening Our Marriages: Commitment. ---------Wayne Shank
Strengthening Our Marriages: Communication. -------Wayne Shank
Strengthening Our Marriages: Consideration. ---------Wayne Shank
The Beauty of Marriage-----------------.David Beachy
The Wife’s Responsibility----------Art Gerber
Understanding God’s View Marriage/Divorce/Remarriage—Fred Carpenter
Wedlock or Deadlock? ----------Jesse Neuenschwander

Martyrs Mirror - Testimony of Those Who Suffered--------Darvin Martin

Materialism

Blessing of Material Possessions----------Leon Sensenig
Maturity - Christian Maturity-Grace------------Robert Nissley
Marvels of God's Grace----------Stanley Heisey
Meat Eating Christians-----------David E Sensenig
Meditation on God's Word-----------Merle Ruth
Meditation – Successful Living: Meditation and Holiness, ---------J van Loon
Meekness--------------------David Beachy NFC
Meekness – Spirit of Meekness-------Warren Martin
Memory – Wonder of Memory----------James Nolt
Mennonites – A Brief Statement Regarding the Name Anabaptist and Mennonite. ------J van Loon
Mennonites – Amish Mennonites Who They Are What They Believe
Mennonites – Anabaptist Mennonites: A Scriptural View of the Church---Compilation of Historical Facts
Mennonites – Background and Heritage of the Mennonite Church. ----John Horsch
Mennonites – What It Means To Be A Mennonite. ---------Paul Erb
Mennonites – Who Are The Mennonites? ------From a booklet by Rod & Staff
Mercy and Providence God Restraining Sin---------Lamar Garman
Mercy of the Lord-----------------Daniel Martin
Mercy Gate of Mercy-------Wayne Shank
Mercy He Delighteth in Mercy--------James M Martin
Mercy The Mercy Seat Exodus 25------------James Nolt
Merry Heart Doeth Good Like a Medicine-----David S Burkholder

Ministerial Helps – See also Preaching.

Addressing the Needs of Congregation Effectively--------Daniel Good
But Watch Thou in All Things-----------Daniel Herr
Care of all the Churches--------David Wadel
Conducting Meaningful Devotions--------Ernest Wine
Dangers of Becoming Calloused to Our Calling------Ellis Kropf
Directing Instruction Classes--------Simeon Rudolph
Effective Preaching - Preaching the Gospel We Believe---Daniel Boll
Effective Preaching - Communicating With the Audience---Harlan Martin
Effective Preaching - Making the Message Relevant---Wayne Rudolph
Effective Sermon Preparation--------Lee Schrock
Effectively Shepherding the Flock------Lynn Diller
Giving Counsel and Advise----------Eby Burkholder
Guidelines for the Devotional and Prayer------Jonathan Rudolph
Having Our People in Our Hearts-------James J Martin
Hermeneutics 1940 – Interpreting Scripture----------Walter Beuttler
Hermeneutics----------H Hanegraaf
Influence of the Minister’s Family------Dennis W Martin
Instructing New Believers----------Harold B Good
Inspirational Preaching----------Edward Yoder
Leading in Devotions and Prayer-------Earle M Zimmerman
Leadership Influences That Support the Discipline (Church Standards)----Elmer W Martin
Leading in Devotions and Prayer--------Earle M Zimmerman
Maintaining Credibility in Our Preaching----David G Burkholder
Maintaining a Principal Oriented Practice----------James Nolt
Ministering To Our People. -----------David Schwartz
Ministering With the Pen----------Daniel L. Martin
Minister's Responsibility to the Church------Henry Sommers
Minister's Wife A Sacrificial Companion Wise Counsellors------Mervin Yoder
Minister's Wife Complimenting His Work--------James J Martin
Minister's Wife Communicating Conviction and Loyalty-------Kenneth Good
Minister's Wife Eastern Mennonite Testimony June 1987------Eby Burkholder
Minister's Wife Exercising Discretion-------Larry Weaver
Minister's Wife Influences of the -----------Nevin Zimmerman (NFC)
Minister’s Wife Keeping the Family Contented----------Elvin Z Rohrer
Minister’s Wife Relating to the Congregation
Minister’s Wife Service of a …James M Sensenig
Minister’s Wife What Every Minister’s Wife Should Know------Harry Erb
Minister’s Wife Willing Sacrifice of Companionship -----------David M Fisher
Ministry of the Ordained Man's Wife-------Donald Moyer
Ministry Being Ensamples to the Flock-------Marvin Rohrer
Ministry of Comfort and Support--------Wayne Shank
Ministry Relating to Children---------Ivan Martin Junior
Personal Interviews/Counseling--------Sanford Miller
Preaching by Chapters--------Daniel Hartzler NFC
Preaching - How to Prepare a Sermon--------Isaac K Sensenig
Preaching That Communicates----Glenn M. Sensenig
Proper Pulpit Manners--------Elvin Graybill. Jr.
Sermon Preparation - Christian Contender--------Donald Nolt
Shepherding the Wounded #2- Proper Use of Authority in Troubled Homes-------Allan Miller
Shepherding the Wounded #3- Prerequisites for a Functional Home--------Ron Shantz
Shepherd’s Heart #1 of 3 Building Relationships---------Marlin Freed
Shepherd’s Heart #2 of 3 Detecting Needs---------Kevin Newsanger
Shepherd’s Heart #3 of 3 Exercising Discipline--------Larry Weaver
Speaking With Accuracy and Propriety--------Ernest Wine
Taking the Oversight - Feeding the Flock--------Stanley Heisey
Taking the Oversight - Protecting the Flock--------David L Sensenig
Taking the Oversight - Reaching the Wayward--------Clair Hursh
Teaching in a Bible School Setting----------James J Martin
That We May Present Every Man Perfect--------Thomas Rock
Understanding Firmness with Meekness---------Ervin Esh MCF
Value of Safeguarding Simplicity--------Glen Hochstetler MCF
What Makes People Lose Confidence in Their Ministers?--------David J Mast
What New Ministers Need to Know--------Omar Eby
Care of All the Churches--------David Wadel
Leadership Influences That Support the Discipline--------Elmer W. Martin

**Modesty**
Modesty - Attractiveness of Modesty--------David Danner
Modesty Mothers--------Mark Carpenter
Modesty - Reaffirming Our Practise of Modesty--------David Wadel
Modesty – Preserving the Principles of Modesty--------John Krahn

Moses Lessons Accepting Responsibility--------James Nolt
Moses Lessons in Facing Criticism--------Clifford Weaver
Moses – Son of Pharaoh’s Daughter--------Eugene Nolt
Mothers see also Sisters
Mothers – Christian Motherhood -------- Harry Erb
Mothers’ Day – Blessing on Thy Queenly Quest. ------ Wilmer Eshbach
Mothers’ Day – Characteristics of Holy Women---------- Wesley Leinbach
Mothers’ Day – Christian Women as Handmaids-------- David G Weaver
Mothers’ Day - Stronger Weaker Vessels-------- Lamar Garman
Mothers – A Little Coat – Loving/Caring for Children-------- Harry Erb
Mothers – Mother’s Resources For Pressures of Home. --------- H. Lynn Martin
Mothers – The Mother At Home---------- John S C Abbott (1805-1877)

Mottos-------David E Sensenig
Moving on in the Christian Experience------ Titus Burkholder 1999

Music
#1. 2004 Comprehending Bible Doctrine in Hymns. --- Andrew H Burkholder
#2. 2004 Singing the Songs of Zion in a Strange Land. ---- Claire R Weaver
100 year influence of the Church & Sunday School Hymnal- Richard R Zimmerman
Building Appreciation for Worship Hymns of the Church---- Stanley Wine
Challenge of Song Leadership------- Robert Shank
Cultivating Modest Inspirational Song Leading---------- Stephen Horst
Guidelines for Song Selection---------------- Robert Shank
Issues That Face the Church Today.......... Jerry Wadel
Lessons in Music----------------- Joseph Keener
The Mennonite Church and Her Music------- Dennis W Martin
Musical Instrumentation and the Bible------ Ed Sillman
Music in Worship 1 Chronicles 16--------------- Herman Krahn
Preserving Our Musical Heritage------- Robert Shank
Schools Instilling Sound Music Values----- Kenton Kreider
Singing – Inspiring an Interest in Song Leading------ Gerald L Sensenig
Song Leader Motivating the Congregation------ Robert Shank
Suitable Church Music-----------------James Torkelson
The Song leader – A shepherd------------- Joseph R Sensenig
What Makes a Song Service Inspirational ------ Aaron Z. Weaver
Churchwide Music Meeting 1992 4 messages.
#1 Selecting Appropriate Hymns-------- Jacob Brubaker
#2 Singing by Memory in Worship Service----- Elvin Stauffer
#3 Doctrinal Truth in Our Christmas Songs--------- Clyde Kreider
#4 Identifying Protestant Trends in our Church Music------ Stanley Wine

Mystery of Godliness--------- Robert Eby
Needed - Present Day Rechabites--------- Aaron Stoner
New Birth----------------- Virgil Schrock
New Birth – Operation of God---------- Stephen Groff
New Birth - Regeneration----------- Daniel Martin
New Testament Prophets---------- Paul J Zehr
Noah – Lessons From Noah’s Preparation---------- Donald Nolt

Non-Conformity
Applying the Unequal Yoke Principle Today------- Mervin E. Martin
Attire, That Upholds Bible Principle…….. James W Newsom
Avoiding the Casual Influence – Pursuing Purity of Faith--- Ronald Martin
Battlefront Issues In Everyday Separation. ------ Speaker not named.
Biblical Principle of Enmity---------------- James Burkholder
Biblical Separation, in our Associations. -------- James Burkholder
Come Out and Be Separate-------- Darrell Martin
Dangers of Interdenominationalism-------- Stephen Stoltzfus Gettysburg 1960
Discerning the Unequal Yoke and its Effects----Daniel B. Weaver
Facing the Issue of Peer Pressure and Fads---------James Herr
General Issues, ---------David Wadel
Getting Used to the Darkness-----------LaRay Martin
God-ward or World-ward? -------J.L.Stauffer
How To Maintain Separation in Dress-----------Isaac Sensenig
In the World But Not of the World--------Wayne Rudolph
Living as Strangers and Pilgrims – Recreational Interests—David Brubaker
Maintaining a Line of Tension With the World-------H Lynn Martin
Maintaining a Line of Tension With the World--------Luke Sensenig
Maintaining Cultural Separation-------Isaac Sensenig
Nurturing an Appreciation for Nonconformity in Christian Day Schools----Joel Garman
Personal Conviction for Separation………..Simeon Rudolph
Personal Responsibility Keeping Our Congregation Separate—Boyd Campbell
Pleasure Seeking v Christian Recreation----------Harold B Good
Practical Ways to Keep Tension Between Us and the World. --------Ray E Martin
Preaching of the Cross------------------Carl Fox
Proper Reserve in Society---------------Jason Wadel
Separation of Church and State-----Enos Shank
Strangers and Pilgrims,---------Terry Dougherty
Strangers and Pilgrims in the Midst of Prosperity-------Kenneth Gerber
Strangers and Pilgrims in this Age of Technology----Clair Z Weaver
Separation-----------------Fred Carpenter
Separation – Come Out of Her My People. -------Jacob Weaver
Separation in Dress-------------James Burkholder
Separated Unto God---------Harold B. Good
Separated Unto God---------Charles Sweigart
The Clothing I Wear----------Mast Stoltzfus
Their Laws Are Diverse From My People. -------Donald Nolt
The Christian’s Personal Appearance------David G. Burkholder
The Practical Step of Non-conformity---------LaRay Martin
The Unequal Yoke in Financial Investments-------Mark Torkelson
The Relationship Between Nonconformity/Nonresistance---Aaron Sensenig
The Unequal Yoke in Financial Investments-------Mark Torkelson
Unequal Yoke--------------------Leon Sensenig
Warming Oneself By the World’s Fires-----------Wilmer Weaver
Why I Do Not Have Radio or TV-------Mahlon Martin
Why I Do Not Attend Farm Shows, Fairs etc. -------LaRay Martin

Non-Resistance----------------James Kreider  Aug.2011
Non-Resistance – A True Conscientious Objector--------Melvin Burkholder
Non-Resistance--Christianity and War, ---------J. M. Brenneman, Old Order Mennonite Booklet
Non-Resistance – Developing a Non-resistance Mentality------Dale Horst
Non-Resistance – Guiding Our People Through Legal Confrontation-------Harlan Martin
Non-Resistance – God and War ----------------Excellent treatise by J. Irvin Lehman
Non-Resistance in Everyday Life----------------Delbert L Eby
Non-Resistance in War Time-----------------------------------Fred Nighswander c.1986
Non-Resistance – Non-resistance Today--------David G. Burkholder
Non-Resistance – Nonresistance versus Political Pacifism--------G Richard Culp.
Non-Resistance – Pacifism or Non-resistance from the Ontario Informer (Mennonite Publication)
Non-Resistance – Practical Non-resistance in Going the Second Mile------LaRay Martin
Non-Resistance – Practical Non-resistance in Politics and Elections-------Nathan Weaver
Non-Resistance – The Christian Non-resistant Way of Life. ---Written Mostly by Bishop Amos S Horst
Non-Resistance – Illusion of Pacifism-------David L. Sensenig #1 of 4
Non-Resistance – In Thought Life--------David Brubaker #2 of 4
Non-Resistance – Very God of Peace--------Mervin Martin #3 of 4
Non-Resistance – What We Must Learn From History To Preserve It------Wilbur Kropf #4 of 4

Obedience
Better Than Service------------------Ron Wiebe
Because Jesus Said So-----------------Wayne Heatwole SK
1 Corinthians 14:34 Let Your Women be Under Obedience-----Eby Burkholder
Danger of Obedience Without Conviction-----Lamar Garman
Dealing With Anti-Authority Attitudes-------Mervin E Martin
Flame and the Fuel of Obedience-------------------James J Martin
How Necessary is Bible Obedience?---------Marion Hoover
Noah Prepared an Ark------------------Stephen Groff
Obedience--------Harold Gerber
Real Belief Is Obedience-------------John Brubaker
Relationship of Obedience to Understanding-----Nevin W Nolt
Significance of Obedience---------Fred Carpenter

Pietism
An Answer to Pietism. --------Marlin Kreider Christian Contender 1990
Error of Pietism--------Luke Sensenig
Errors of Pietism. --------Donald Newswanger
Gelassenheit versus Pietism-------------H Lynn Martin
History and Effects of Pietism--------H Lynn Martin
How Pietism Affected the Early Mennonites
Influences of Individualism and Pietism-------Jerry Wadel
Inroads of Pietism. ------------David G. Burkholder EMT 1985
Inroads of Pietism--------------Clyde Kreider
Just Lot – A Lesson in Pietism--------Galen Weaver
Pietism and Its Antidote. ------Wilbur Kropf Christian Contender 1999
Pietism as a Threat--------------David Danner
Pietistic Influences in the Twentieth Century
Religious Route to Pietism----------John Paul Raber
Subtle Inroads of Pietism--------Arnold Yoder
Thought Patterns That Gave Rise to Liberalism & Pietism----Isaac Sensenig
Threat of Pietism-------------David Danner
Understanding the Influence of Pietism--------James Burkholder
Understanding the Rise and Development of Pietism
Why Pietism Comes Short of Being a True Scriptural Doctrine. ------David Troyer
Political Expendiency----------------Edward R Ker Sr
Practical Stability in a Restless Culture #1 – Home Life------Kenneth Kreider
Practical Stability in a Restless Culture #2 – Church Life-----Paul Siegrist
Practical Stability in a Restless Culture #3 – Business Life---Darrell L Martin
Praise Ye The Lord – Psalm 150-----------------Roy Zimmerman

Prayer
Prayer – Ministry of Intercession-----------------Merle Ruth
Prayer – Praying in the Holy Ghost--------Lauren Eby
Prayer – Purpose of Prayer-----------------Edward M Bounds circa 1910
Prayer – Spiritually Encouraging Prayer Meetings--------Nevin Nolt

Preaching see also Ministerial Helps
Preaching – Contribution of Correct Grammar-----Edward R. Ker Sr.
Preaching – Dynamics of Expository Preaching------J Alvin Snyder
Preaching – Holy Spirit Directed – Delivering The Message--------Stanley Wine
Preaching - Need and Value of Doctrine in Preaching--------Roger Eby
Preaching – Presentation That Communicates--------Nelson Nolt
Preaching – Sermons That Feed the Soul--------David G. Burkholder

Predestination – Peter Burkholder 1783-1846. First printed in 1857.
Predestination and Election of the Saints--------Warren Martin

Pride
Dealing With Pride……………..Ken Dyck
Pride-----------------Melvin Burkholder
Pride of Thine Heart………….Clifford Weaver
Pride’s Deceptiveness--------Jerry Wadel
Sin of Pride-----------------Melvin Burkholder

God’s Desire for the Rebellious………………Gordon Bauman
Protecting Our Reputation----------------Joseph Sensenig
Recognizing the Seeds of Pride--------LaRay Martin
Prophecy – The Seventy Weeks Prophecy and Its Fulfillment----Merle Ruth

Propitiation
Proverbs 4 Meditation…………………Warren Martin

Providence
A Proper View Of Providence--------Merle Ruth
Correcting a Faulty View of Divine Providence--------Merle Ruth
Errors of Fatalism----------------Donald Newswanger EMT 1982
Fatalism versus Sovereignty of God--------Leon Hurst
God’s Providential Care-----------------Wilmer K Martin
Providence and Purpose of God/ The Christian’s Prospect----Larry Weaver
Providence of God-----------------Clair R Weaver
Recognizing Divine Providence--------Daniel Binkley
Relying on Providence in an Affluent Society-----David Housser
Trusting in Divine Providence--------Lamar Garman
Why Does God Allow It?--------Merle Ruth

Psalm 19 The Glory of God’s Handy-work-----------------David S Burkholder
Psalm 48 – Short devotional --------Brother Ivan
Psalm 91 He That Dwelleth in the Most Secret Place ---------------Fred Carpenter
Psalm 100 Meditation………………..Benjamin Zeiset
Psalm 115 But Our God is in Heaven----------------John N Martin
Psalm 150 – Praise Ye The Lord--------Roy Zimmerman

Purity
But I Say Unto You (focus on brethren)-----Ernest D Wine
Commitment and Dedication to Purity. ------------Ben Peachy
God's Standard for Purity-----------------------------Delbert Eby
Guarding Moral Purity-------------------------------John Plett
Guarding Moral Purity in the Middle Years-------Unnamed speaker
Guarding Our Emotions in Moral Purity---------Jerry Wadel
Keep Thyself Pure----------------------------------Paul J Zehr
Keep Thyself Pure- Importance of Purity-------Laverne Ropp
Moral Purity------------------------------------------Darvin Martin
Seeking Moral Purity------------------------------David G Burkholder
Teaching and Practice of Purity---------------------Stanley Wine

Quarry of Life Danskin Revival Meetings---------Stanley Heisey

Reading – Reading That Edifies--------------Eby Burkholder
Reading – Guidelines for Profitable Reading----Daniel Halteman
Reading – Keeping Reading of Prime Importance-------John D Kurtz
Reading – Mental and Spiritual Effects of Reading-------H Lynn Martin
Recognising God’s Hand – Everyday Happenings-------- Unnamed speaker
Recognising God’s Hand – Everyday Life---------Wendell Martin
Recognising God’s Hand – Reverses of Life--------H Lynn Martin
Recognising the Lukewarm Experience-------------Merle Ruth
Recognising Spiritual Needs of the Wayward One-------Nelson Nolt.

Redemption
Jesus Kinsman Redeemer---------Glenn M Sensenig
Kinsman Redeemer – Redeeming the Person--------Harry Erb
Redemption, Revelation 5. ---------Cornelius Enns

Recognising God’s Voice----------Fred Carpenter

Remnant
Doctrine of the Remnant-----------------Elmer Witmer
High Price of Maintaining a Faithful Remnant-------Glenn M Sensenig - EMT
Prophecies Concerning the Remnant-----------------Mervin J Baer Christian Contender 1999
Remnant Concept in Scriptures----------------------James J Martin
Remnant Nature of the Church-----------------------Wayne Rudolph
Seeking a Better Country--------------------------David S Burkholder
Understanding the Place of the Remnant in Scripture----Luke G Sensenig

Resting in the Omniscience of God - Psalm 139--------LaRay Martin
Restrictions – The Doctrine of Restrictions--------James Burkholder

Resurrection
Christ’s Resurrection – Bedrock of Our Salvation……Clarence Martin
Death Swallowed Up In Victory-------------------Tom Bender
Infallible Proofs of the Resurrection----------Delbert Eby
Infallible Proofs of the Resurrection----------Leonard Hursh
Proof of the Resurrection---------------------Marion Hoover
Power Of the Resurrection. ----------------David E Sensenig
The Two Resurrections----------------Jacob J Hershberger
The Resurrection-------------------------------Paul R Weaver
Resurrection – Witnesses of the Resurrection-----Merle Ruth

Revival Meetings, A Biblical Approach for Ministers ……H Lynn Martin
Ribband of Blue Principle in the New Testament. --------Glenn Sensenig
Righteousness in the Life of the Believer.......Alvin Snyder
Rightly Dividing the Word of Truth. ------------D. F. S., Tennessee
Root of Bitterness---------Eby Burkholder
Rule of Christ-Matthew 18--------Clair R Weaver

**Sabbath Day** see Lord’s Day
Safety – Christian and Physical Safety--------David Weaver
Safety - Christians and Safety Precautions. --------Mark E. Torkelson
Sanctification – Filled With the Fulness of God--------Kevin Bicher
Sanctification – Woe is Me – Isaiah’s Vision for Us Today…..Jerry Wadel.

**Salvation**
A Nail in His Holy Place------------James L Kreider
Are You Saved----------------------Tom Bender
Breadth of the Narrow Way--------Alvin J Snyder
➢ God’s Invitation to Come------------Nevin Zimmerman
Rewards of Faithfulness---------Cletus Graber
Seven Tests of Assurance ------LaRay Martin
The Depravity of Man-------------Harold B Good
The Missing Wedding Garment--------Stanley Heisey
The Philippian Jailer-------------David S Burkholder
The Veil Was Rent-----------Daniel Martin
The Way of Salvation and Staying Saved-------
Wedding Garment-----------Chester Martin
What Shall I Do?-------------Robert Eby
When the Way Seems Too Narrow---------Joseph Sensenig

**Satan**
Accuser of the Brethren---------David L Martin
➢ The Evil One Sowing Tares---------Edward Kerr Jr.
Satan’s Sifting v Christ’s Prayer--------Peter Steckle
Satan’s Talk------------------Melvin Burkholder
Satanic Trinity The 1 of 3 – The Dragon---------Timothy N Martin
Satanic Trinity The 2 of 3 – The First Beast-------Timothy N Martin
Satanic Trinity The 3 of 3 – The False Prophet---Timothy N Martin
Satan’s Plan for the Church--------John Burkholder
Satan Overcoming His Power--------Roy Zimmerman

**Schools**
Apostatising Influence of Higher Education--------Donald Newswanger
Career Teaching---------Paul Schwartz
Confronting the Child’s Will---------Ernest Wine
Conservative Influence in our Schools – Bible Based Curriculum---Jerry Kreider
Conservative Influence in our Schools – Teacher Image---Jerry Kreider
Cornerstones of Classroom Control #1 of 5 Inherent Stability---------Stephen Champ
Cornerstones of Classroom Control #2 of 5 Obedience---------Stephen Champ
Cornerstones of Classroom Control #3 of 5 Cheerfulness-------Stephen Champ
Cornerstones of Classroom Control #4 of 5 Respect---------Stephen Champ
Cornerstones of Classroom Control #5 of 5 Preparation---------Stephen Champ
Corrective and Preventive Discipline--------Raymond Fisher
Dealing With a Spirit of Disrespect---------Fred Carpenter
Dealing With Minor Infractions----------Menno Miller
Developing a Teacher Apprentice Program--------Allen Beiler
Discovering & Developing Potential Teachers--------Terry Doughtery
Fortifying Christian Day Schools – Developing Teaching Interest------Clifford Martin
Fortifying Christian Day Schools – Understanding the School Constitution----Jonas Stoltzfus
Helping Maintain Conservative Lifestyle--------Eby Burkholder
Homes That Help to Build the School------Noah Rudolph
Influence of Higher Education Mennonite Church-----------Glenn M Sensenig
Keeping Abreast of the Standards Issue--------Jesse Hurst
Maintaining Classroom Order---------Andrew Mack
Maintaining the Vision for Christian Day Schools----------Larry Weaver
Maximizing Student Potential---------David Seibel
Promoting Good Spelling------Glenn Sensenig
School Helping to Build a Faithful Church---------Marvin Rohrer
School - When Does Disobedience Become Rebellion?-----Jay Scott Martin
Seven Habits of Ineffective Teachers-------------Doug Beckman
Teachers For Such a Time as This--------Wayne Rudolph
Understanding Lines of School Authority------Melvin Burkholder
Vision For Mennonite Schools After 82 years--------Donald Newswanger

**Second Coming**  see also **End Times**
Awaiting the Lord’s Coming--------Fred Carpenter
Behold I Come Quickly--------------------Clarence Miller
Behold I Come Quickly.----------Norman Schrock
Christ’s Expected Return----------Stephen Nolt
Christ’s Second Coming.----------Daniel Herr
Every Eye Shall See Him---------Bruce Stauffer
Living In Readiness For Christ’s Return.----------James Horst
Shall He Find Faith on the Earth?---------David Beachy
Second Coming of Christ--------Jay Schrock
Second Coming of Christ---------Larry Weber
Second Return of Christ-----------Noah Rudolph
Second Return of Christ – Waiting For His Son------Wendell Eberly
The Imminent Return of the Lord------Clarence Martin
Unto Him Shall the Gathering of the People Be----Stephen Groff 2012
Watchman What of the Night?----------Reuben Derstine
When I Make up My Jewels---------Clarence Good

Secret Societies – Lodges etc. - Yawning Pit of Lodgery – reprint C F Derstine
Secret Societies – Lodges etc.--------------The Orange Order (Protestant Movement)
Self Confidence – Danger of Misguided Self-confidence---------------Jerry Wadel
Self-Denial - Parents’ Influence on Children---------Jason Wadel
Self-Denial-------------------Fred Carpenter
Self Esteem - A Proper View of Ourselves-----------John Wiens
Self Esteem – Current Emphasis on Self Esteem-----Donald Newswanger
Self Esteem - Discerning Between Self-respect and Self-esteem......Clarence Martin
Self Esteem – Evaluating the Self Esteem Philosophy--------Harold B. Good
Self Esteem #1 – The False God of Self-esteem--------------Merle Ruth
Self Esteem #2 – Under the Microscope of God’s Word-----Merle Ruth
Self Esteem #3 – Biblical Response to Self-esteem Thrust—Merle Ruth
Self Esteem – Proper and Improper Self-esteem--------David G. Weaver
Self Esteem – Self-Respect of Self-Esteem-----------Kervin Gehman
Seven Lessons From the Palm Tree. --------H Lynn Martin
Sheba – Lessons From the Queen of Sheba-------Kervin Gehman
Shunning - Dortrecht Confession of Faith - Art.XVII-------Glenn Auker
Simeon – A Glimpse at His Life-------------John David Zimmerman

**Sin**  see also **Gossip**
Being Honest With Ourselves in Relation to Sin-----Jesse Neuenschwander
Besetting Sins: Conceit----------------James Rudolph
Besetting Sins: Concupiscence--------Clifford Weaver
Besetting Sins: Covetousness-------Wayne L Shank
Conquering Guilt----------------Dana Ressler
Deliberate Voice of Disobedience-------Merle Ruth
Law of the Spirit V Law of Sin and Death--------Wilmer R Martin
Pleading With A Pouting People---------Merle Ruth
Sin Not Unto Death---------Bruce Stauffer
Sin of Man – Doctrine of Imputation------LaRay Martin
Sin of Omission---------Stanley Heisey
Sin of Omission---------J Stanley Bauman
Sin of Partiality----------Roy Zimmerman
Subtle Sin of Cynicism-------David G Weaver
Three Silent Sins----------Merle Ruth
The Unpardonable Sin-------EMT------Clifford Weaver
Yea, Hath God Said?---------Mark Carpenter

Sisters see also Mothers
A Higher Calling A Christian Housewife--------Elvin Rohrer
A Virtuous Woman-------------John Krahn
Characteristics of Holy Women-----------------Wesley Leinbach
Contribution of Sisters----------------Mark Hostetter
Finding Fulfillment As Homemakers. -----------James Danner
Godly Characteristics of Women in the Bible----Daniel Martin
Godly Womanhood Song of Solomon--------David G Weaver
Holy Spirit in the Life of Our Sisters------Daniel Binkley
Let Your Women . . Be Under Obedience. ------Eby Burkholder
Our Sisters Influence in Keeping the Faith------Dale Horst
Refining Influence of Womanhood-------------Roger Eby
Scriptural Role of Women. From a sermon by. -----James Sensenig
The Christian Woman’s Place in Church Life. ------James J. Martin
Women and Ministry------------------Nathaniel West (1794-1864) Cumberland Mennonite Article
Womanhood, The Grace of Manhood----------Nelson Torkelson
Woman’s Place in the Church-----------------Stanley Wine

So Let Your Light Shine--------Cornelius Enns
Social Issues – Edifying Social Activities. ------Daniel Boll.
Social Issues – Social Practices Affecting Spirituality-------Jesse Neuenschwander
Something For Nothing Mentality----------David G Weaver

Spirituality
Being Spiritually Minded..................Kenneth Dyck
Developing Spiritual Interests---------------David G Weaver
Marks of the Spiritual Man--------------Nathan Eby
Essentials for Meaningful Personal Devotions------Fred Carpenter

Snares of Artificial Spirituality.........David S Burkholder
Spiritual Imperatives #1 -Thus saith the Lord--------Eugene G Burkholder
Spiritual Imperatives #2 -Blessed Are They who do His Commandments—Enos Shank
Spiritual Discernment in Personal Life--------Abram Guenter
Spiritual Warfare – Storming Satan’s Battlements------Reuben Derstine
Spirituality - How To Discern Genuine Spirituality----H Lynn Martin
Spirituality – White Spots-------------Wilmer R Martin
Standards - Embracing the Spirit of a Standard------Elmer Martin
Standing in the Gap----------------Larry Weber
To be a Spiritually Minded Person is Life and Peace-----David Binkley
Young Visionaries and Old Dreamers----------Clifford Weaver

Stewardship see also Tithing
Challenge of Christian Stewardship----------Milo Kauffman 1955
Christian Stewardship in an Affluent Age--------Daniel Binkley
Giving – Clinton Sander EMT Article 2001
God’s Financial Plan---------Solomon Benjamin Shaw 1897 reprint Elkhart Indiana
Honour the Lord with Thy Substance----------Delbert Eby
New Testament Guidelines for Giving------Ernest Wine
Principles Of Biblical Giving. ---------David Danner
Regular Giving-----------------------------Nelson H Nolt
Simplicity-------------Merle Ruth
Simplicity of Possessions……..Merle Ruth (Similar to above)
Thrift Amidst Plenty----------James Stauffer

Strengthening Leadership – Unifying Convictions -------Mark Rosenberry
Strengthening One Another’s Hands. --------J Leon Rohrer
Strengthening the Stakes – Nurturing Spiritual Life----- J Glenn Miller
Strengthening the Stakes – Inspiring Sound Loyalty-----Jesse Neuenschwander
Strengthening the Stakes – Providing Adequate Leadership -----Mark Torkelson
Strengthening the Stakes – Lengthening the Cords---------Allan Crawford
Suffering – The Why of Suffering-------------------Melvin Burkholder
Suffering – When Christians Suffer-------------John Krahn
Suffering – Why Does God Allow Suffering---------David G Burkholder

Sunday School – Churchwide Meeting #1-Reference Materials------Harold B. Good
Sunday School – Churchwide Meeting #2-Original Languages--------Enos Shank
Sunday School – Churchwide Meeting #3-Biblical Accuracy--------Robert Shank
Sunday School – Churchwide Meeting #4-Building Conviction------Alvin Snyder
Sunday School – Benefiting From the Historical Goals---Jacob Neuenschwander
Sunday School – Effective Preparing for Classes------Jacob Shank
Sunday School – History of Sunday School Lancaster Conference-Clair R Weaver
Sunday School – Lessons From History of the Sunday School----James Nolt
Sunday School – Leading in Effective Discussion---------Duane Martin
Sunday School – Preparing Our Children to Enter Sunday School----Larry Witmer
Sunday School – Reaching Our Youth---------Nevin Newswanger
Sunday School – Role of the Superintendent---Wendell Eberly
Sunday School – Teacher Stimulating Class Discussion----Melvin S. Burkholder
Sunday School – Teaching Effectively From the Old Testament----Enos Shank
Sunday School – Teaching That Stimulates Discussion-------Mark Haldeman
Sunday School – To Seek-To Do-To Teach----------------Duane Miller
Sunday School – Unique Aspects Rod & Staff Bible Studies------David L. Sensenig
Sunday School – Value of the Sunday School------------Leon Sensenig
Sunday School – Wise Unto Salvation--------David Danner
Susquehanna District Sunday School Meeting Latimore Church 2004
Susquehanna District Sunday School Meeting Highland Church 2005
Why We Produce Sunday School Materials---------------Eby Burkholder

Supporting the Activities of Our Own Denomination ------Clifford Weaver
Supposition----------------Jason Wadel
Taking the Spiritual Pulse of Our Congregation- Prayer Meeting----Matthew Burkholder
Taking the Spiritual Pulse of Our Congregation- Brotherly Address-----Mark Zehr
Taking the Spiritual Pulse of Our Congregation-Evangelism--------Melvin Zehr
Talents--------------------------------David S Burkholder
Technology – Controlling Our Attraction to Technology---------Rodney Witmer
Technology – Usefulness and Dangers of Modern Technology----Stanley Wine
Television----------------James M Martin
Temperance----------David M Fisher
Temperance----------------Daniel Herr
Temperance Balance Between--------Mast Stoltzfus
Temperance – Benefits of------------Clinton Sauder
Temperance – Conquering Intemperance----------------H James Siegrist
Temperance – Brief History of Modern Grape Juice--------Lamar Seibel
Temperance – Faith, Meekness, Temperance---------------David S Burkholder
Temperance----------------David M Fisher
Temptation – Conquering Temptation------------------David Sensenig
Temptation – Withstanding Temptation--------Fred Carpenter
TEN Commandments – 8 messages 1st to 8th Cmdt------L Paul Jantzi
Thankfulness----------------------Fred Carpenter
Thanksgiving - God’s Great Goodness---------Merle Ruth
Thanksgiving – Harvest Message------------Titus Burkholder
Thanksgiving – Harvest Praise Message------Matthew Bennett
Thanksgiving That is Real--------------------Wilmer Shenk
The Enemy Within. Nehemiah 4:10.---------Arvin Rudolph
The Lord Taketh Pleasure in His People----David G. Weaver (cut short)
Three Fold Being of Man----------------Harold B Good
Three Fold Nature of Man pdf. Diagram
They That Oppose Themselves--------------Davis S Burkholder
Timothy Series 6 on 1 Timothy #1—The Church and its Message---Matthew Garman
Timothy Series 6 on 1 Timothy #2—Defending the Faith--------Matthew Garman
Timothy Series 6 on 1 Timothy #3—The Church and its Members---Matthew Garman
Timothy Series 6 on 1 Timothy #4—The Church and its Minister----Matthew Garman
Timothy Series 6 on 1 Timothy #5—The Church and its Ministry 1--Matthew Garman
Timothy Series 6 on 1 Timothy #6—The Church and its Ministry 2--Matthew Garman

Tithing see Stewardship
Thou Hast Left Thy First Love----------Larry Weaver
Thou Shalt Love the Lord Thy God-------Melvin Mack
Thou Shalt Not Bear False Witness------Clarence Martin
Threat of Spiritual Blackout in Outreach Work. -------Unnamed speaker
Tolerance or Intolerance?---------------Merle Ruth
Tongue, Use of Our Tongue-------------Ken Dyck
Tradition – Donald Nolt
Tradition – Balancing Mennonite Tradition – All Things to All Men---David G. Weaver
Tradition – Cultivating an Appreciation for the Tried and Proven-----David Danner
Tradition – It Is Corban--------James Burkholder
Tradition – Place of Tradition in the Church--------Harlan Martin
Tradition – Subtle Expressions Anti-Tradition Emphasis--------------Richard Nolt
Tradition – The Holding Power of Tradition------Luke Sensenig
Tradition – Understanding Value of Preserving Traditions----------Donald Moyer

Trinity
Trinity – Concept of & Contribution to Faith--------EMT------Wayne Rudolph
Trinity – Doctrine of the Trinity--------James Danner
Trinity – Doctrine of the Trinity---------Paul M. Landis
Trinity – Doctrine of the Trinity--------Glenn R. Martin
Trinity – Truth About the Trinity------Jerry Wadel

Trust - Learning From David the Meaning of Trust------Melvin Burkholder
Trying the Strange Doctrines of Our Day----Paul J Zehr
Truth – Cultivating a Love for the Truth---------James Siegrist
Truth – Knowledge of the Truth---------Fred Carpenter
Truth – When Truth Hurts--------------------J Ruppert
Turning Back From the Battle (Christian Victory) -------Lamar Garman
Two Kingdoms – Doctrine of the Two Kingdoms--------Wendell Miller
Two Kingdoms - Timely Thoughts At Elections - Whom Shall You Follow? ------Dennis Witmer

Two Seas Two Lives----------------------Melvin Burkholder
Understanding the Significance of Our Times---------Larry Weber
Uniformity – Biblical Uniformity---------David J Byler
Uniformity – Principle of Uniformity-----David Wadel
Uniformity – Scriptural Church Place of Uniformity----Luke Sensenig
Unity – Maintaining Unity in the Church--------H Lynn Martin
Unity – Unity of the Spirit in the Bonds of Peace----Ralph Gerber
Valentine’s Day – Idolatry of Valentine’s Day---------Brendon Weaver
Valentine’s Day – The Christian’s View----------------Dennis W Martin
Valley of Ditches – 2 Kings 3--------Abram Guenter

**Veiling**

Beauty of the Christian Woman’s Veil-----Lamar Garman
Evidences of Believing in the Christian Woman’s Veiling---H Lynn Martin
Let Her Be Covered------------Merle Ruth
Maintaining the Wearing of the Christian Woman's veiling-----Isaac K Sensenig
Preserving a Consistent Practice of the Headship Veiling-----James J Martin
Sisters Practicing The Headship Veiling. -------E Rohrer
The Christian Woman's Veiling-------S. Rudolph
The Christian Woman’s Veiling. ----J. Krahn
The Christian Woman’s Veiling-----Elmer Witmer
The Veiled Head. --------------Clair R. Weaver
The Veiled Head---------------Harold B Good
The Woman’s Veiling----------Larry Ropp

**Victory**

Battle is Not Yours But God's...............Marlin Freed
Battle With Myself-------------------Levi Schrock
Battlefield of the Mind--------------Melvin Burkholder
Called to be Good Soldiers----------Jay Paul Hursh
Christian Victory-------------Maurice Martin
Christian Victory---------------Clifford Nolt
Christian Warfare--------------David S Burkholder
Commitment Unto Death------------Earle Zimmerman
Cowards of the Kingdom----------Wilmer Martin
Dedication That Defeats the Devil-----Merle Ruth
Devotional Life That Leads to Victory------Nathan Weaver
Devotional Life That Leads to Victory---Nathan Weaver (Different venue, time, message)
Doing the Perfect Will of God----------Kenneth Dyck
Dying to Live With Christ--------Nelson Torkelson
Exercising Self Control------------Daniel Herr
Giving All Diligence-------------Kenneth Dyck
God’s Provisions For Victorious Christian Living-----Daniel Binkley
Growing in Knowledge-----------Eli A Yoder
In Any Man Draw Back-------------James Herr
Jehovah-Nissi – The Lord is Our Banner----------------Michael Musselman
Keys to Christian Victory--------Earle Zimmerman

➤ **Labouring For Rest-----------Tom Bender**

Laying Aside Every Weight--------John Wiens
Living in Victory----------------David van Pelt
My Soul Is Satisfied--------------Wendell Eberly
Obedience and Victory----------Glenn M. Sensenig
Peril of Battle Weariness----------Allen Weaver
Peril of Battle Weariness----------Daniel Kraybill
Perilous Noonday of Life----------Merle Ruth
Personal Victory Through Christ------Jonathan Mast
Place of Our Will in Victorious Christian Living-----Clyde Wadel
Submitting Our Will to God’s Will------------Jerry Wadel
The Cross in My Life-------------Henry Enns (NFC)
The Overcoming Life-------John Plett
The Sinless Life--------Carl Martin
The Victorious Christian Life-----Mark Rosenberry
Total Victory---------------------Carl Fox
Valley of Baca-----------------Paul R Weaver
Victory in Christian Experience-----David Steinhauer
Victory in the Christian Life – Give Me a Man-------------John Brubaker
What is Christian Victory?----------------James J Martin
When the Enemy Comes in Like a Flood---------Matthew Bennetch
Who Shall Order the Battle?----------------Merle Ruth

Vision
Vision Today for the Church of Tomorrow--------Benjamin Eshbach
Where There is No Vision the People Perish--------Jonathan E Martin
Where There is No Vision the People Perish--------Daryl Bair

Vocations
God Honoring Vocations ----------Mervin E Martin
Maintaining Proper Priorities Vocational Pursuits----Earle Zimmerman
Occupational Challenges of the 21st Century-------Duane Martin
Principles That Govern Vocations--------David L Martin
Principles That Strengthen the Brotherhood-------Clifford Weaver
Proper Concept of an Employer--------Jerry Wadel
Safeguarding Occupational Pursuits--------Delbert Eby
Vocational Interests in Pursuing a Plain Lifestyle-----David L Sensenig

Voice in the Wilderness, from a message by. ----Cornelius Enns

Way of the Righteous--------Kevin Kreider
Way of the Ungodly--------Nevin L Martin
Wealthy Christian--------Wilmer Martin – Revival message

Weddings
Avoiding Innovations in Our Weddings--------David Wadel
Christian Simplicity Planning a Wedding---------Nathan Eby
Christian Weddings--------Isaac K Sensenig
God Honouring Weddings--------Glenn M Sensenig
God Honouring Weddings--------James Brubaker
Keeping Our Weddings Christian--------Edward Ker
Keeping Our Weddings Simple--------Noah D Rudolph
Maintaining Conservative Wedding Practises------Harlan Martin
Planning the Wedding and the Reception--------Harold B Good.
Wedding Afterglow--------Isaac K Sensenig 1987
Weddings That God Can Bless--------Isaac K Sensenig (1983)

What Does God Mean to Me?---------David Sommers
What Is Wrong With What’s Wrong With It?---------Stanley Wine
What’s New?----------------Merle Ruth
When the Cloud Tarried----------Kevin Newswanger
Why Do So Few Prodigals Return Home?-----Daniel Herr
Will - Understanding the Free Will of Man.---------Tom Bender
Worldliness – The Price of Worldliness--------John Plett
Worry -Matthew 6:24-34---------------David G Weaver

Worship
Avoiding the Contemporary Worship Emphasis--------James Danner
Collective Worship; Inspirational Singing--------Nathan Hursh
Collective Worship; Fitting Attire--------Lester Weaver
Collective Worship; Stimulating Teaching--------Matthew Garman
Developing Habits That Contribute to Worship--------Wendell Miller
Requirements for Worship- Devotional--------Stephen Nolt
Reverence in the House of God--------Dennis Martin
Serving God With Reverence--------Paul J Zehr
The Lord is in His Holy Temple--------Wilmer Martin
Thoughts on Family Worship-----James W Alexander First Published 1847
Worship-----------------David Beachy
Worship 1 Chronicles 16---------------------Herman Krahn

Worth of a Soul-------Fred Carpenter

Youth
Concepts and Trends That Threaten Our Youth.........Larry Weaver
Flee and Follow (Youthful Lusts)----------------James L Kreider
Forming Convictions in Youth----------------Luke Sensenig
Godly Character Expressed----------------Steven E Yoder
Helps Toward Maturity----------------Jesse Meyers
Timely Talk With Teenagers----------------Daniel Kauffman 1906
Parents Guiding Their Youth in Their Teenage Years--------Wayne Rudolph
Parents Guiding Their Youth in Their Social Exchange--------Nelson Nolt
Parents Guiding Their Youth in Their Spiritual Experience--------Lamar Garman
Safe Guarding the Social Life of Our Youth--------David L Sensenig

Vanity of Youth-----------------Melvin Burkholder
You and Your Friends----------------J Leon Rohrer
Youth At the Crossroads--------LaRay Martin
Youth Taking up the Mantle of Service--------David Danner
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